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Congratulations Prof. Brown

ASUOP

PRFSFNTS...IN ASSOCIATION WITH

RHA

The Universtiy of the Pacific's 1st Annual

Halloween Bash

ASUOP PRESENTS, the programming board for ASUOP, has been working extremely hard to bring yot
UOP's 1st Annual Halloween Bash. This event will be the first major production for the board this year.
The event will be taking place on the Hand Hall
Lawn on October 30th and will begin at 6:30. The
board has a great line up of events planned for the
evening.
Permission to Breathe, a live club in Stockton, with the
band, will kick off the event. Wild Video Dance Party.
The band will be
Various clubs on campus as
for approximately
well as community ven
and immediately fol
dors will be present at
lowing will be a
the event, providing
showing of The
refreshments ana
Rocky
Horror
carnival
type
Picture Show, on a
games. The enitre
huge
outdoor
event will take
screen. Believe it
,
place from the hours
not, there is still more.
of 6:30 through 11:30.
After the movi, the Hand We hope to see everyone
Hall Lawn is going to there, and don't forget,
become the hottest dance wear your costumes.

s

FREE TO ALL UOP STUDENTS

Live Band:
Permission
to Breathe
The purpose of
the A3UOP PRE
SENTS"board is to
provide fun and
entertaining social
events fbt the stu
dents of UOP. This
ly what the
llloween
ei
w be accomplish
ing. it is a night of
exciting entertain
ment designed for
the entire student

Showing on a
15x20 ft.

DERK PIPPIN
NEWS EDITOR
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UOP wins Governor's Cup
moke-Tree

America
speaker Nov. 23
ick Reynolds, grandtobacco tycoon R.J.
Ids and advocate of a
Hree America, will
at University of the
Thursday, Nov. 13,

m.
lecture in Faye
• Concert Hall is free
en to the public. It is
red by Pacific's stuovernment, ASUOP.
trick Reynolds is one
nation's most influadvocates of a
•-free America," said
r Surgeon General C.
tt Koop.
Teacher Credential
rogram Offered in
San Francisco

rses designed for
interest in earning a
subject teaching crewill be held at the
rsity of the Pacific's
of Denistry in San
isco beginning Jan.
information session
nned Nov. 1, when
ted students will
111 a.m. in Room 511
e LOP School of
try, 2155 Webster St.,
rancisco.
1995-96 expenditures:
$152 million
Rosa, President
$162,858
Roni, Dean, (Dental)
$179,500
plan, Dean, (Law)
$168,000
s|er, Prof., (Law)
$157,667
Rohwer, Prof., (Law)
$154,404
Skrocki, Prof., (Law)
" $147,013
Chronicle of
'Oct. 24,1997)

Higher

fhe Office of
'"'tisity Relations

Forensics team
keeps victory streak
alive, prepare for
Arizona tournament
The Trophy Collection in
the
Communication
Department is growing, as
the UOP Forensics Team
won
yet
another
Tournament. The Forensics
team topped 32 other
schools from throughout the
West Coast, claiming the
prestigious
Governor's
Cup. The win, along with
previous wins at other tour
naments, promotes them to
the position of the first
ranked Forensics Team in
the state.
In Parliamentary Debate,
competing against over a
hundred teams, UOP was
found in the final round of
both Novice and Open
Debate. Scott Stroud and
Tim Burridge took second in
the Open Division of
Parliamentary Debate. Tim
was awarded 7th speaker
and Scott 8th, in the Open
Rounds. Jennifer Baker and
Chris Jefferey also broke
into the Semi-Final Round,

Shaye Dillon, team advisor

In Individual Events
UOP had two tour
nament Champions.
C h r i s t o p h e r Jefferey
won Program Oral
Interpretation, along
with Tim Burridge
who took first place
in Impromptu
Speaking.
with Jennifer taking a tenth
place speaker award. Jeb
Burton and Jennifer Irvine
beat out almost fifty other
teams to win first in the
Novice Division, with Jeb
taking 2nd speaker and

Jennifer 9th.
In Individual Events UOP
had
two
tournament
Champions. Christopher
Jefferey won Program Oral
Interpretation, along with
Tim Burridge who took first
place
in
Impromptu
Speaking. Other finalists in
impromptu included Scott
Stroud who took third,
while Christopher Jeffery
and Jennifer Irvine who
made it into the final round.
Tim Burridge also received
a
second
place
in
Communication Analysis,
while Talia Jomini received
third
in
Informative
Speaking. Finally Edwin
Tiongson was a finalist
along side Christopher
Jefferey in Programmed
Oral Interpretation.
UOP is preparing to con
tinue their winning streak
in a few weeks, when they
will attend the Arizona
State Swing Tournament.
There they will face compe
tition from around the
country including schools
including, Colorado State,
Kansas
State,
Eastern
Michigan University, and
many
other
nationally
ranked forensics teams.

Having trouble taking care
of business in the Finance
Center?
How about the
Provost's office? Do you feel
that the busy schedules of the
faculty and staff of UOP do
not include the time or effort
to help you, the student? For
those of you who are having
trouble appreciating the quali
ty of service here at UOP, help
is on the way.
The Department of Human

helps teachers
get through to
students
SOTERA FACUNDO
BARKER
Pacifican Staff Writer

Council, who, along with
Coleman also includes Dianne
Rulnick, Director of Human
Resources, and eight other
council members. The council
spent much time and effort
into selecting the most appro
priate program for UOP.
"After many months of
reviewing the specific needs
on campus, we selected the
CONNECTIONS series to be
offered to all faculty and staff
at Pacific," said Coleman,
See Connections page 21

See Assessment, page 21

Dept. of Human Resources to implement quality service training
program focusing on personal and professional development
Resources has decided to take
action and accept their call to
arms. Their weapon of choice:
the CONNECTIONS pro
gram; a quality service train
ing program specifically
designed for implementation
on campuses like UOP.
"All faculty and staff will
participate in CONNEC
TIONS over the next 12-18
months," said Sally Coleman,
Employee Relations Specialist.
The CONNECTIONS pro
gram was chosen by the Staff
Development
Leadership

Nov. 1 Workshop

How can an instructor
know if his or her student is
actually learning? How can
the instructor know when to
move on to the next topic,
when to pick up the pace, and
when to slow down?
The answer to these ques
tions lies in the "Better
Teaching through Better
Learning" workshop sched
uled for November 1. It will
be held in Weber Hall from 9
a.m. to 12 noon.
The purpose for this work
shop is to inform instructors
and student teachers about
some helpful classroom
assessment techniques. It is
being presented by Michele
Marincovich, Director, and
Jack
Prostko,
Associate
Director for the Center for
Teaching and Learning at
Stanford University.
"Basically what we're look
ing at is a way teachers can
assess or evaluate whether or
not learning takes place in the
classroom," said Dr. Heather
Mayne, Assistant Provost at
UOP, "and how effective stu
dents are learning."
"The most
important
aspect about teaching and
learning is not just teaching
but also being able to deter
mine whether learning is tak
ing place," said Mayne.
The workshop is relevant
now
because
Program
Review is in a continuous
cycle for the next six years.
Each department at UOP will

Students try to make connections
LACY HYLAND
Pacifican Guest Writer

Assessment
Management
Team comes
to campus

J
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A5UOP

Attention! Treasure
Position Open: ]

INEW STUDENT!
DENTAL PLAN
No charge for
diagnosis and x-rays

10% Discount to UOP studer
STUDIOS *1-2 BEDROOMS •TOWNHO

T"~ '

per year

(209)477-5264 yENETL)

Save money and your teeth!
Enroll Now!

1540 MOEWC WAY

SR OOON, CA 95207

Call (or a brochure - (800) 655-3225,

Service

Sales

Network
Support

Ni

Support

t «w r:

2MS1

ArAHTMEN1

Repair

brother
coMPm
•
grottier
Compaq
^

Packard Bel! IB]
Patkard Ball

Printers
& Laptops

»W*

MOST MAJOR BRANDS

New and
Refurbished
Computers
Upgrades
On-Site
Service

Some Restrictions Apply

Custom Built
Computers

Monday - Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8am - 11pm
12am - 11pm
12am - 12pm

Call Us For All You
Computer Needs!
EMERGENCY SERVICE

AVAILABl

NEW LOCATION!

Ralph's Software & Computers
429 East March Lane, Suite. C

We Accept Cash and Express

(Just East Of FOOD 4 LESS, March Lane & El Dorado)
SOFTWARE &
COMPUTERS

tssv
:5

ERIC DEWEES
OPINION EDITOR

946-2114

EDITORIAL
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Weekly news for the UOP community since
1908

I

"To spell out
the obvious
is often to
call it in
question
Eric Hoffer

'ers and Pacific - the real question
[icredible...the 49ers
; chosen to make UOP
Ihome of their training
Ip. What effect will
J have on UOP? What
liges are going to take
ce before the team
ves?
everyone is aware
|now, on October 17,
' held a press conferpep
rally
to
Jounce the move of the
training camp from
Iklin to Stockton,
ording to reports,
0 Stocktonians turned
in support to cheer
celebrate the deci
sis decision is truly
leficial for UOP and
Fkton. It wni help
UOP closer to
Fkton. it will further
both with the
'hal Valley and it will
uce vast amounts of
le>' to
UOP and
ton. Overall, it is a
rewarding achieveht
on behalf of this
rn uruty.
owever, there exists

one question in many
minds: Why does it take a
professional sports team
to generate needed rev
enue for improvement of
UOP facilities?
It was also announced
that the move occurred
due to $2.5 million in con
tributions to upgrade resi
dence halls, Amos Alonzo
Stagg Memorial Stadium
and locker room facilities.
In an attempt to attract the
team, Alex Spanos, a UOP
graduate, tried to raise $3
million. He donated the
first $1 million, and
Stockton has followed his
lead providing another
$1.5 million.
The simple fact that
these facilities are going to
be upgraded demonstrates that they needed to
- - -before
be upgraded
the
team made their decision.
Which halls will be
improved?
What
improvements will be
made? Perhapsair conditioning, cleaner environ
ments and other basic
changes will be made to

make particular halls liv
able for the team.
Therefore, there is a clear
difference in what is
"good" for the team and
what is "good" for the
students; or is there? The
team should have air con
ditioning, a clean living
environment and other
basic dorm improve
ments. Students deserve
the same, but unfortu
nately, we as students are
forced to put up with less.
Do not misunderstand
the point; the 49ers choos
ing UOP is indeed a won
derful decision for us all;
yet students who are here
to attain a higher level of
education seem to get
u n d e r r e pr r e s e n t e d .
Improvements are nearing (many to sports facilities) that will better our
school, but they come as a
result of a professional
football team and not due
to the concerns or com
complaints.ofstudentsSimply ask yourself
why these improvements
are going to be made and

why the administration is
making major financial
commitments to a sports
team, and not to its stu
dents. Students need
technology, safety and
general
cleanliness
improvements in dorms.
Students seek Internet
access in their dorm
rooms. Students seek a
dorm with safe wiring,
and up to code facilities.
Students seek a clean, liv
able environment in
which to study, relax, and
sleep. Students seek ade
quately paid professors
who are rewarded for
their efforts. It seems odd
how the UOP community
can rally together and
raise a -plethora of financial support for a sports
team, when they cannot
do the same over academic life, After all, aren't we
called the University of
the Pacific?
Now, as*
ask the
wow,
me adminishahon Irow ^ J m cial commitment has been
made to bring the 49ers to
UOP.

present the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our office on the third
e-mail us at pacifican@UOP.edu. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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Prozac: As common
as Tylenol or Advil?
JACLYN EDWARDS
Pacifican Staff Writer
Do you have an obsessive
compulsive disorder? Take a
pill. Do you have an eating
disorder? Take a pill. Are you
depressed? Take a pill.
Prozac, the most popular
anti-depressant drug world
wide, has been used for a
wide range of disorders. Vets
even prescribe Prozac for
hard-to-control dogs. Since
its debut by the Eli Lilly and
Company in 1986, an esti
mated 24 million people
worldwide and 18 million in
the United States have taken
Prozac. Are we becoming too
dependent on this wonder
drug?
Children have been one of
the many recipients for
Prozac, yet this drug has
never been tested for chil
dren.
According
to
Newsweek's October 20 edi
tion, presciptions for the
drug rose by 80 percent over
the past two years. Does this
mean that 80 percent more
children
are
becoming
depressed or have an eating

disorder? No. Prozac usage is
rising because some parents
are finding an easy way out
to wash their hands from a
unmanageable child, and
insurance companies would
rather pay for drugs than
psychotherapy.
Although Prozac can
relieve primary depression,
"...some parents may expect
Prozac to spare their kids the
normal growing pains of
growing up," says Dr.
Lawrence Diller, a behavioral
pediatrican. At the same
time, Prozac is a cheap sub
stitute in which insurers and
managed care health plans
encourage doctors to pre
scribe, rather than refer their
patients to potentially expen
sive mental health special
ists. According to Dr. P. Anne
McBride, a child psychiatrist
at New York HospitalCornell Medical Center,
"Depression in children is
often the onset of a long-term
illness that the child and fam
ily will have to deal with. A
pill alone is not usually a
cure. Support and counseling
of the family are important

parts of treatment." This
combination of poor parental
guidance and contemptible
health insurance agencies,
cannot be healthy for even a
mildly ill child to encounter.
Prozac has become so pop
ular these days, that doctors
are now prescribing the drug
for women with sever cases
of PMS. What constitutes as
sever? USA Today magazine
defined "sever PMS" as "...
often lasting one to two
weeks of every monthly
cycle. Women complain of
being quick to anger, as well
as experiencing anxiety, sad

ness, crying, and a variety of alternatives [therapy]
physical symptoms, includ some advantages in tei
ing bloating and weight preventing a relapse
gain." One in 25 women suf don't involve drugs,"
David
fer from PMS; does this mean psychologist
that we all need to take an Antonuccio, co-author o
anti-depressant pill? These analysis in Professi
symptoms are not related to Psychology.
extreme depression, yet doc [Americans] have com
tors seem to have a need to believe if somebody
they
treat these unsettling distur depressed,
drugs,"says Antonuccii.
bances for women.
Therapy is one alternative this rapid cycle to use d i
designed to aid those clini such as Prozac continues
cally depressed, or experi may see Prozac placed
encing other disorders. "Our to the Tylenol bottle in
review of the literature sug room cabinets.
gests there are safe, effective

Fatigue - chronic symptom on UOP campus
ALISA EICH
Pacifican Staff Writer
I have recently noticed
college students are perpetu
ally tired. Take, for example,
my roommate who keeps
falling asleep on our floor.
She does not actually choose
to sleep on the floor, she just
sits down to read, study or
do something, and she falls
asleep. Perhaps when she is
really tired, even the wood
en floors of Southwest seem
comfortable. Have you ever
looked around the room
during one of your classes?
There are always students
with droopy eyes and bob
bing heads.
It is obvious that college
students do not get enough
sleep. Sleep is the first thing

that we, as students, deprive
ourselves of. It seems more
logical for us to skip out on
sleep than to skimp on

deprivation. Lack of sleep
tends to make one tired and
irritable. Fatigue can also
affect concentration and per
formance levels. If one loses
even
one hour of necessary
We stay up all night
sleep, his or her acuteness
long doing home can be seriously affected.
For example, every year
work during the
after
our clocks are turned
week, so on week
ahead for daylight savings,
ends we stay out all there is a 7 percent increase
in car accidents. If one stays
night partying.
awake for more than twentyfour hours, he or she may
studying or socializing. We begin to hallucinate. Even
stay up all night long doing though Americans are aware
homework during the week, that sleep is important to
so on weekends we Stay out their health, studies show
all night partying. But is that we as a society are get
skipping sleep such a good ting less and less sleep.
idea?
As Americans get busier
Most people are familiar and busier we tend to give
with the ill-effects of sleep our "eight hours" a lower

our health, as important
necessary as eating or dr
ing. I think that we, as
lege students, should r<
make an effort to give s
the respect it deservf
Lack of sleep tends admit
I am staying up la1
to make one tired
write this article, and
ther admit that I stay up
and irritable.
every night doing n°
Fatigue can also
work or joking around1
affect concentration my roommate. But
will argue I have quite a
and performance
dency to fall asleep inc a
levels.
think that college stu
(myself included) shou
got around nine hours of to sleep a little bit m®1
sleep per night. The average know we aren't going c
amount of sleep, for modern eight hours per nig"'
Americans has declined to perhaps we should f.
seven hours per night. schedule sleep into our
Perhaps we need to stop giv lives. I think that ^
ing sleep such a low priority. deserve some rest, so Sleep is very important to tight.
priority than work or play.
According to Lee Neville of
Business Week magazine,
the typical American of 1910

LETTERS TO THF. EDITOR

M. 1997.

Question of the Week
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What do you think of the 49ers making UOP their training camp1

t's great for the
\iool. I hope it will
w the community
l/rt anc m
\sure on the school
1 they will decide to
ing back UOP's
team."
-Evan Ott

"I think it will draw
students here and
bring in some kind of
»

Freshman

"I think it was a great
idea and will benifit
the school and
community.
-Wayne Broberg
Senior

"It should bring a lot
of exposure to the
school."
-Cruz Atvarado
Junior

"I think it's cool
because it will bring
back school spirit
and encourage UOP
to brink a football
team back."
-Rebecca Gutierrez
Sophomore

ie campus and community-another perspective
\ar Editor,

the
Dean
of
tllment Services I've
J the articles and comItaries on the Stockton
lmunity and UOP's
Honship to it with a
It deal of interest. It is
Ijob to encourage stus to enroll at UOP and
y to present the infor|on on the University
the area in a balanced
ner In my opinion,
1 sides of the Stockton
POP debate lack a bal" perspective.
rew UP in what has
«lled "America's
f dySan Diego,
r°rnia about six blocks
San Diego State
persity. San Diego a
r tQwn (actually, it
fles as a 8reat
,qU? ubas
,L
what many
h L vfriters in the

Stockton

fr

debate

collegiate
, sPorts

life
bars,

Llthmfalls' cIubs' «*•)•

d s weather, big
and collegiate

rts'

amenities, San Diego is
paradise right? Wrong.
My mother, a retired juve
nile probation officer for
San Diego County, has
kept me informed about
what goes on in San
Diego. Andrew H. in his
10/19/97 letter to the edi
tor of the Pacifican talks
about the Cleveland
School shooting which
almost always comes up
whenever there is a dis
cussion of Stockton. Does
anyone remember the 16
year old girl in San Diego
who shot up a school yard
killing three and injuring
12 because she didn't like
Mondays? I do because
my mother transported
the killer to and from
court. Yet this case is hard
ly ever mentioned when
San Diego is discussed. On
the Crime Charts provid
ed in the 10/16/97 edition
of the Pacifican, San Diego
looks pretty good on rape
and murder statistics yet
at my 25th high school
class reunion there was a
five page memorial sec

tion - two pages devoted
to classmates killed in
Vietnam and three pages
devoted
to
debate
between San Diego resi
dents and the colleges
located there about these
safety issues. Does this
mean that San Diego is
safe and has the perfect
town and gown relation
ship? Hardly, I remember
my brother (an S.D.S.U
alum) telling me about
establishments that actual
ly discouraged patronage
from college students.
What does it mean?
Maybe because it's a larg
er city the many high pro
file crimes (remember the
guy who opened fire at the
McDonald's in San Ysidro
killing twelve people and
injuring many more) peo
ple tend to forget all of
this. I suspect, however,
that it has more to do with
the fact that San Diegans
and the college students in
the area by into the
"America's Finest City"
image. Are students and
people in San Diego safer

than students in Stockton?
Not really, but both city
residents and students
perceive themselves to be
safer. Is there more to do
in San Diego and is San
Diego more welcoming of
college students? Perhaps,
but I believe it has far
more to do with percep
tion and positive image
than reality.
I was an undergraduate
at a small liberal arts col
lege in suburban Los
Angeles where I lives on
campus. I also lived on
UOP's campus the first
year I worked here. Based
upon personal observa
tion even though the
school I attended was near
Los Angeles, I believe
UOP students have many
options and opportunities
for safe educational, cul
tural, social, and recre
ational activates than I did
as undergraduate.
I think the debate
sparked by Eric DeWees of
the Pacifican and spurred
on by Mike Fitzgerald of
The Record has provided

the University and the
City of Stockton a chal
lenge that can be met only
by both entities coming
together to work on
changing warped percep
tions of one another and to
address the real issues so
that the city and the uni
versity both benefit. We
have so much to lose if we
continue to throw barbs at
one another but much
more to gain if we work
together to improve our
community. Bringing the
49 ers to Stockton/UOP is
an example of what we
can achieve if we work
together. Between the resi
dents of the City of
Stockton and the member
of the UOP community,
there is enough talent,
vision and energy to make
Stockton everything we
would like it to be. Let us
continue to work together.
Sincerely,
Edward L. Schoenberg
Dean of Enrollment
Services

CAMPUS
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AXE offers golden opportunities for students

•

-

B

Club

~

'

v

L/cuciiL^ ui utnig

unaouDteaiy

gold

Calendar for the week of Oct. 31-Nov. 6
Saturda

Monday

CROSSROADS—Road PrograniN^
Youth to Youth Conference—Grace
Covell Hall—8:00 a.m.
East Indian Cultural—Cultural
(Rehearsal)—Faye Spanos—10:00 a.m.-2:

Sunda
Hawaii Club—Weekly Meeting—^
McCaffrey Center Conference Room
6:50 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

Hmong Student Association—
Meeting—7:00 p.m.
Event

C.A.Fe—Meeting—McCaffrey

>
G

Russian Oub—Russian Cultural
Bechtel Lounge—c>:00 p.m.

Multicultural Student Assoc. -Vfeeti

Tuesday
Meeting—Bechtel

Wednesda
STAND—Meeting—S.W

Mailroom lobby—5:00 p.m.

Intervarsity's Pacific Christian^. U
Fellowship—Meetings—McCafferySJ
Center Conference Room—7:00-8:00 p.m. >
SASBA—Meeting—Weber Hall Room 20212:30 p.m.
If you want your club meetings or events
be featured here, please feel free to call Beatrtf
at 946-2115!

CLUBS

, t^R 30, 1997.

Club News

Its

Tuesday'World Form
year the program is
inized by the School of
' ational Studies (in
.ation with the Office
International Programs
j Services, with funding
istance from COPA,
i ;OP, UPBEAT, and the
Miller
Lecture
shop'
mimittee). Our fascinating
[ementations are in the
litel Center beginning at
00. A lunch will be proded by Marriott at $3.75
r non-students. UOP stu
nts eat
free and sack
nches are welcome. The
esentations are free and
to the public. Jon
mile, Associate Provost of
lonterey . Institute
of
lernationaVKfudies, will
eak about ^gnguage
arning
ancrT
on
ptions"
ovember 4
rhl5

UOP Gallery >
Fhe UOP Gallery is K
on the second floor of the
cCaffrey Center, in ,the
tiT of the UOP campus,
e Gallerv., -hou
londay-Wfctay, 9,
•m.: Saturday an
5 p.m. Please cdi
ceptions. The pub
ivited and admission
The first exhibit
n until October 31 and
the work of Brook® By
rom November
allery will be Jpfffibiting
work of Diaarlacobs.

ASUOP and RHA
Tuesday, October 30,
Aci!^SSOC'ate<^ Students
2*?) ' in conjunction

•jOP's

i
1st
Annual
,
Bash. This event
1 n°n-alcoholic party feaa band, movie, and
I
***• The event will be taknLP
°n the
Hall
IrZ vif CVent takes place
to .11;30 p.m. and
•heref
I
ore quiet hours have
extended for this speI
°Ween

'S sPonsoring
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GREEK LIFE

cial event until 11:30 p.m. on celebrated in Morris Chapel
Thursday, October 30. We at 5 p.m., Tuesdays.
are hopeful this is a support Evensong is open to the
ive, community event, from University community and
all of you. We encourage you the community at large. This
all to attend. It is going to be will provide a moment of
a great time! If there are any spiritual refreshment as we
questions, please call 946- move from the world of
2233.
work to the word beyond.
Evensong will be led by
Pacific Live Club
University Chaplain Mark
Pacific Live Club, part of Zier,
and
University
the
CROSSROADS Organist Charles Schilling.
Prevention Program, is dedi Members
of
the
cated to planning and pro Conservatory, under the
viding fun and healthy direction of Choral Activities
activities on campus that are Director Ted Cetto, will per
alcohol and drug-free. We form. This service will take
need your help and great place on Tuesdays, 5:00-5:30
ideas. We arejpresently orga p.m.
nizing everts with the
Crossroads Peer Educators Hillel Foundation (Jewish
Studen|jUnion)
for National Collegiate
Hillel is Jewish Student
Alcohol Aw«Mkss Month,
Union, hdPDs not just for
October 13-31, 1997.
Participate
in
our Jewish Jiludents. Anyone
Mocktail Coolest and create interested in learning about
ur/fwn mocktail to win a J^u prh while having a ton
;e on Thursday, OdSftbi? [JR. un should contact
%becca, 465-4308. Also,
12:00-1:00
" eep your eyes on the
McCaffj
Pacifican for the latest news!
On
Exotic Eto
Vietnamese Student
Covfll Di
p.m|
isten dfffWeryone. VSA
willing
is planning a dance which
turn If
wifi take place Friday,
games %
im
us
-November
14, from 8:00 p.m.
. and free
have fun every Tuesday to 1:00 am. Come join us for
m the private a night filled with excite
ment before the stress of
across
Is begins to kick in! Also,
missed the important
cuICTBJjk show
meeting
.Fe
us Apostolic Mondffjj|jto you are still
The C
designed to interestedly learning and
Fellowshi
iversity of the participating nv The Show,
minister to
Pacific stud! ts by provid- please send e-mail to
uop.edu
or
ing an outl for worship qn0002@
tn0010@uop.edu.
Be
on
the
Spiritand fellowship in a
look out for our fliers.
filled atmosphere.
Remember, we are box # 66
in the McCaffrey Center.
Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
Don't miss Chi Alpha's
Fall Harvest party tomorrow
night after the weekly ser
vice. We meet from 8-10 p.m.
We're the source for
every Friday in the ZFraternity
• Sorority paddles
Building. Everyone is wel
come.
1627 S. Center
Morris Chapel
464-4565
Evensong, or Vespers, a
traditional service of music,
prayer and reflection in the
Christian tradition will be

Lumber & Supply

Pi Kappa Alpha provide congratulations
The men of Pi Kappa
Alpha would like to congrat
ulate Mr. Robert Hanyak on
becoming our new faculty
advisor. Hanyak, the winner
of 1995-1996 Distinguished
Faculty Award, wM FRWitljB
initiated, and ther brofeers
are all very excitecfaboin tht*
insight that he wi# brir% ttr
the
organization.
Mr.
Hanyak looks to help us
maintain the highest frater
nity GPA for yet another
year.
We would also like to con
gratulate our Fall pledge
class. Members include
Peter Adams, Dan Allen, Jon
Bagget, Jorge Barriere, Jason
Preeo, Raul Reveles, E>ustin

Weitz, and Wes Widmer.
They are working hard on
community service and
scholarship.
Their Homecoming party
was considered a success by
aJP in Attendance. The
pledgevar* doing a great job
Ibfar |fafmill surely continud*^o4idd $ur organization
once they are initiated.
The men of Pi Kappa
Alpha would like to take
this opportunity to thank the
ladies of Alpha Phi and
Delta Delta Delta for great
exchanges so far this year,
and remind everyone not to
forget to look for us at Hit of
Reality during the first week
of December.

Pi Kappa Alpha Pledge Class cm Pig Bm night at Naaghty Nicks.

Kappa
Alpha
brings you:
4th Annual
Kickball Classic
W ho: jloiuJnd 8
W hatfMfekball
W herjfcauWa^"Nov^pbe^X,3:QPo:00 p.m.

w here: Brookside Field
w hy: Fun, Fun, Fun

H ow: Cost is $20 per team
Sign up in the McCaffrey Center; or Contact
Kappa Alpha Theta at 462-4727 for more infor
mation.
All proceeds benefit C.A.S.A.

CAMPUS
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LLL courses feature Lifelong Learning Calenda
unusual California
(All classes listed below are open
to UOP students and public)

Many UOP students have
been California residents for
almost 20 years. No one Has to
tell them that California is an
innovative state with a reputa
tion for creative solutions to
problems.
These sometimes outra
geous methods of problemsolving will be covered (or
uncovered) in "California's
Unusual Government," taught
by political science professor
emeritus Jerry Briscoe. Learn
the clever and/or sneaky tac
tics both Republicans and
Democrats have used to win
the Governor's office; how the
California Legislature devel
oped its reputation for cater
ing to moneyed client groups;
and how recent setbacks have
threatened California's pros
perity.
"California's
Unusual
Government" will
meet
Saturdays, Nov. 1 and 8, 9
a.m.-4
:3Q
p.m.;
and
Wednesday, Nov. 5, 6:30-9:30
p.m. in WPC Room 236. The
cost is $70 for one extended
education (elective) unit. Call
Lifelong Learning at 946-2424,

charge $70 to your student
account, and you're all set!
Several Lifelong Learning
classes offered this fall exam
ine problems related to drug
and
alcohol
abuse:
"Understanding
Domestic
Violence"; "Implications of
Codependency"; "Sex, Drugs
and Teens"; "Law and Ethics
for Counselors"; and "Street
Drugs and Human Behavior."
Other courses focus on
career and personal issues:
"Goal Setting"; "So You Are
Thinking About a Career
Change"; "Self Hypnosis:
Tools for Change"; and "Being
Your Personal Best."
Sharpen your computer
skills with "Word Processing
and Desktop Publishing";
"Microsoft Office 97"; and
"Microsoft Works."
Have you signed up for
January Term, 1998? Register
through December. There is a
late fee after December 19, so
don't delay.
For more information, stop
by McConchie Hall or call
Lifelong Learning at (209) 9462424.

November
Goal Setting: Fri., 10/31, 610 p.m.; Sat., 11/1, 9 a.m.-2
p.m.; Sun., 11/2,9 a.m.-2p.m.;
1
unit,
$75;
Martha
Schuster/Bud Swanson
Implications
of
Codependency: Sat. & Sun.,
11/1-2, 9 a.m'-5 p.m.; 1 unit,
$75; Ruth Reynolds
California's
Unusual
Government: Sat., 11/1 & 8,9
a.m.-4 p.m., & Wed., 11/5,

6:30-9:30 p.m.; 1 unit, $70;
Jerry Briscoe
Health Education for
Teachers: Sat., 11/1-11/22, 8
a.m.-5 p.m.; 2 units, $150;
M a r g a r e t
Ciccolela/Christopher Snell
Street Drugs and Human
Behavior: TTH, 11/4-11/13,610 p.m.; 1 unit, $70; George
Feicht
Law and Ethics for Drug
and Alcohol Counselors:
TTH, 11/4-11/13, 6-10 p.m.; 1
unit, $70; Mike Meredith
Understanding Domestic

I would like to shed some
positive light on the use of
oral contraceptive pills.
Recent Gallup polls show
that most women have nega
tive views about oral contra
ceptives.
The news media often
misleads the public by
focusing only on the adverse
reports and ignoring studies
that show health benefits of
the pill. David Grimes, M.D.

Violence: Fri., ll/7-l2/5
p.m.; 1 unit, $80; u,
Garcia-Sheets
Sex, Drugs and
Working with Highi
Youth: Sat. & Sun., li/glf
a.m.-5p.m.;l unit,$75; Dat
Love
Word
Processing ,
Desktop Publishing: Sat
Sun., 11/14-15, 9 a.m.-5rpi
1 unit, $150; Gary Martin
So You Are Thinking Al»
a Career Change: Fri., H/;
6-10 p.m.; Sat. & Sun., 11
23, 9-3:30; 1 unit, $75

Di

Change for the better—Parti
VIRGINIA LUCHETTI
Pacifican Guest Writer
It is important to examine
each area of your life to deter
mine how your habit has
affected you. There are six
areas to consider, physical,
emotional, behavioral, intel
lectual, social and individual.
Physically, pay close atten
tion to the mind-body con
nection. For example, if you
are easily angered, how does
it make your body feel when

yourself?
you are enraged?
Socially, how do you into
Emotionally, realize that
act
with other people? J
many bad habits stem from
Individually, how do1 yvoi
emotions that you may have
feel about yourself? Do y
blocked or ignored.
Behaviorally, notice how believe that you are a wot
you act, and observe how while, valuable person, ori
your habit may have changed you see yourself as defects
your behavior. For instance, if and not as good as vot
you have developed a drink .Mends?
Next week, you will fo
ing problem, perhaps you
avoid having early morning suggestions for workingh
classes so that you can sleep. these areas. For now, eval '
Intellectually, observe your the impact that your habit ha
thoughts. What do you tell had on your life.

HEALTH

(no relation), professor and
vice chair, Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology
and Reproductive Sciences,
University of California-San
Francisco states, "Oral con
traceptives lower the risk of
four
lifethreatening
diseases in
women".
The
four
i n c l u d e
ovarian can
cer, endome
trial cancer
(uterus),
p e l v i c
inflammato
ry disease, and ectopic preg
nancy (tubal pregnancy). Dr.
David Grimes goes on to say,
"Women who take the pill
for 10 years or longer cut
their risk for ovarian cancer
by 80 percent." Other studies

Ifi

DR. SARAH GRIMES

have shown a 50 percent
decrease in the risk of both
uterine cancer and pelvic
inflammatory disease and a
90 percent reduction in the
risk of tubal pregnancy.
Oral contraceptives may
also reduce
the risk of
iron
defi
ciency ane
mia, painful
periods,
b e n i g n
breast dis
ease,
and
rheumatoid
arthritis.
First
line
treatment for acne is very
often birth control pills.
Physicians may now recom
mend oral contraceptives to
women over 35 who do not
smoke, and have no history
of blood clots or strokes. In

fact, the most recent volJ
of Contraceptive TechnokJ
lists no absolute reason«
any woman cannot use «
control pills if she is prof*
ly monitored.
Proper education a
oral contraceptives shot

be carried out by physic'®
nurses, and health e"
tors. If a woman wis ®

begin oral contraceptive

pap smear and medico '
tory are important to c
ing the correct birth co
option. Oral contracep"
are available throug
Health Center at red«
cost. Always retnem^
birth control pills are .
used for contracep
make sure you are also
a condom. The pill
prevent the transmiss'
sexually transmit
eases or HIV.

nil,

10. 1997
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THE CAREER AND INTERNSHIPS CENTER IS A DIVISION OF STUDENT LIFE.

loney Majors and More Investigating Internships
BURTON JAY NADLER
lDirector UOP Career
land Internship Center

Examining
educational
offerings, we
often
hear
about
"the
t h r e e
Rs...Reading,
K-l
wRiting, and
aRithmetic."
While
the
phrase does
n't say much
I for spelling abilities of those who cite
it, it does illustrate a homonymous
and easy way to remember founda
tions of a critical process. When
thinking about how best to prepare
for the months ahead, efforts
involved in Academic Internship,
Practical Experience, and post-grad
ation job search, we at Career and
Internship Center (CIC) want you to
remember a different set of 3 Rs.
Registration: All Senior and
Alumni(ae) job seekers must register
as soon as possible. Complete a form
which identifies career fields of inter
est and allows us to release resumes
and mailing lists to recruiters. Once
registered you will receive editions of
the Career Services Chronicle, post
ings, and we can offer the most

responsive programmmg.
Resumes: Seniors and alums must
provide distribution-ready copies of
your resumes ASAP! Stop by our
office to pick up a copy of the UOP
Resume Writing Guide, develop a
first draft, then make an appointment
to have the draft critiqued.
Recruiting: On-campus recruiting
usually occurs in Spring, with some
recruiting throughout the year. You
must be ready early in the Spring to
respond to all opportunities! Open
and pre-screened schedules are con
ducted. Now is the time to begin!
Research is the key to goal setting
and, ultimately, preparing for oncampus recruiting. Our Career Focus
Program is designed to provide infor
mation and motivation required to
initiate goal-directed research. To
begin, simply call to schedule a ses
sion with a counselor. Reactive job
search includes on-campus recruit
ing; off-campus recruiting, our
Spring Job Fair; and responding to
postings we receive throughout the
year. Proactive job search, often
called "Self-Recruiting," is the
process by which job seekers initiate
contact with employers. We teach
reactive and proactive methods in
one-on-one job search coaching ses
sions. Sign up for an appointment to
discuss your strategies and begin
learning techniques now!

Special events, workshops, and dates to remember will be posted weekly.
Andersen Consulting resumes and Personal Data Sheets to Career and
Internship Center by Oct. 29, for Interviews to be conducted on Nov. 5.
Arthur Andersen Accounting On-campus Interviews, Oct. 27. Physical
Therapy Job Fair for PT and Communication Disorders graduate students
and undergraduate Sports Medicine and Communication Disorders
majors, and others, Nov. 7, Raymond Great Hall, 2-5 p.m.
Andersen Consulting with be Interviewing on campus on
^edensday, Nov. 5. All senior resumes due in
by Nov. 1!

are just a few of the
a'iy opportunities available,
hi'ii floor
McConchie
a
for more information on
an^ for additional post-

PART-TIME
m a fans seeks Environ,
Assistant (bio or
r"V'roment related majors).
6016 3Ct

^"c^son' 423-

healthcare seeks
°mer
Service
Presentativs (2). Contact

Ren

Danett Curtiss 955-7486.
ACADEMIC INTERN
SHIPS AND PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCES

California Job Journal
seeks Editorial Interns for
Fall and Spring Semesters,
$5/hour, 15-25 hours/week.
Contact Jay Verdoorn, 1800
Tribute Road, Suite 104,
Sacramento 95815, (916)
925-0800.
Tracy African American
Association Oral History

First, I want to introduce myself
as the new Career and Internship
Center Graduate Assistant. I gradu
ated from the University of
Colorado, Boulder in 1988 and I am
currently working on my MBA at the
Eberhardt School. I do know first
hand the vital importance of partici
pating in internship opportunities.
While in school, as I was fortunate
enough to work for the "Golden
Buffalo Scholarship Fund," coordi
nating special events and assisting
the CU Athletic Department to
achieve annual fundraising goals.
This experience nurtured within
me greater career focus, as I realized
that I had fundraising talents and
that I really enjoyed coordinating
special events. Furthermore, I devel
oped relationships in the business
community and built up much need
ed self confidence. The experience
helped jump start my professional
career as I found my first post-grad
uation position with Colorado
Special Olympics as a fund-raiser
and coordinator of special events.
What is the situation today? Do
internships still prepare students for
the professional world? Heriberto
Muro, a marketing major at the

Eberhardt School of Business, who is
currently
interning
at
Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of San Joaquin
County, can answer these questions
with words and deeds. Heriberto is
in charge of recruiting volunteers for
Manteca and Tracy, so he's been
busy making presentations to com
panies such as Wal-Mart and K-Mart
in order to get their employees to
help with the program. Heriberto is
already convinced that he made a
good choice in participating in an
Academic Internship while at UOP.
"I am developing public speaking
skills by making these presentations,
and I am getting the opportunity to
put my marketing knowledge to
work for a good cause."
Like I did a few years back,
Heriberto has gained career focus
from his internship. He realizes that
he wants to run his own business
someday. While he doesn't see him
self employed in the non-profit
world, he enjoys recruiting and ral
lying volunteers for the Big
Brothers/Big Sisters
Program!
Opportunities are available for you
too. Just visit the Career and
Internship Center, attend an orienta
tion, review our notebooks and
directories citing various local,
regional, national as well as interna
tional options!

CIC Kudos

CICalendar

T>'ese

BOB WRIGHT
Paciflcan Guest Writer

Johathan Moeller is a Sales and marketing Associate for CB Commercial in
Foster City. Wow! A very real job in real estate.
Greg Weston stopped whining about job search and became a Sales
Representative (not a taste tester) with The Wine Group.
Krista Holmes is an Eberhardt School grad who is counting on her
accounting degree to yield returns on her academic in\ estments as
an Auditor for Arthur Andersen in Sacramento.
Cole Fotheringham has a brand new job. He is Chad
Fotheringham's newborn son. Congratulations.

Project seeks volunteers.
Call 833-1840 or 833-3606.
Lane Masters and Pro
Shop in Stockton seeks
Undergrads and MBAs for
internships associated with
domestic and international
marketing of bowling prod
ucts. Contact Kevin Seto
(alumnus) 546-1704.
FULL-TIME POST
GRADUATION
OPPORTUNITIES

ADP

seeks

Sales

Associate in Stockton area.
Contact Elizabeth Ames,
Recruiter, (510) 358-5006 or
Jeff Hazard (alumnus), (510)
358-5021,
2000
Crow
Canyon, Suite 450, San
Ramon 94583 Fax 358-5032
ETF Fastening Systems
seeks Sales Representatiave
to market tools and fasten
ing equipment to construc
tion industry in Northern
California. Contact Denny
Henderson, 126 South Sage
Hill Road, Orange, CA

92869, (800) 248-2376 FAX
(714) 538-4880.
WORK-STUDY

Athletic
Department
seeks Study Hall Monitor.
Contact Joe Worthmann,
946-2724.
ASUOP seeks Treasurer
candidates. Apply in per
son, 2nd floor McCaffrey
Center across form Summit.

/
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Museum exhibits fo
photography buffs
and a whole lot mot

JULIE ANTON
Living Arts Editor

A hand-standing Jesse Jones provides antics for the crowd during a UOP volleyball game last week.

Pacifican of the Week

CATHERINE
WESTBROOK
Pacifican Staff Writer

dents with documented
learning
disabilities.
Students with such condi
tions are helped to succeed
Howard Houck has been further in the classroom.
There are approximately
the coordinator of the
Learning Disabilities Support 150 UOP students involved
Program at UOP for six with this program. Houck
years. After his first year at says that he works closely
Pacific, he started up the with teachers in formulating
Learning Disabilities Support accommodations in the class
Program. This program is set room that are appropriate for
up with support from the students' needs. Books on
Rehabilitation Act (Section tape are often available to
504) and the Americans with students involved with the
Disabilities Act (ADA) that program and conferences are
to help students
require all schools to have held
such a program available to improve their study skills.
students on campus. The Houck points out that,
Learning Disabilities Support "Many students in the pro
Program seeks to help stu gram are very successful and

brilliant." 10 percent of stu
dents involved have made
the Dean's list and one third
have 3.0 or higher GPA.
When he is not working with
the program or teaching
Developmental
Reading
Class with the School of
Education, he loves being
outdoors and being involved
with fitness. He is an avid
runner and snow skier, and
likes to go recreational bicy
cling. Houck also enjoys
working on computer pro
grams that are designed to
assist people with reading
problems. When asked what
the best part of his job was,
Houck replied, "Knowing
you're helping people."

Several new exhibits are
being offered by Tire Haggin
Museum, located in Victory
Park south of campus on
Pershing Avenue.
Displayed publicly for the
first time, this collection of 30
Leica cameras spans a period
from 1925 to the present. Tire
Leica is produced by the his
toric optical firm of E. Leitz of
Wetzlar,
Germany.
Neil
Gluskin, owner of Gluskin's
Camera in Lincoln Center,
began the collection in 1965. He
was drawn to Leicas because of
their superb craftsmanship and
technical innovation.
Historic photographs of
Stockton taken between 1925
and the present will form a
backdrop to the display. The
photographs have been chosen
from the collections of The
Haggin Museum, the Bank of
Stockton, and Steve Pereira.
The exhibition will be on dis
play in the Lower West Gallery
through January 25,1998.
The Music at the Museum
series continues with classical
guitarist
Daniel
Weston
Morton. Drawing upon master-

pieces from over four
and three continents, \ij
moves audiences with
depth and charisma of
Spanish maestros, then dei
them with the flair and spi- I
the Latin American greats.
All Music at the |
programs are free to thep
and begin promptly at
p.m. Seating is on a first-cn
first-serve basis beginning
2:00 p.m.
Bay Area photographer)
Jordahl takes us on a phi
graphic journey along the:
Joaquin River from its head)
ters in the Southern Siena
Suisun Bay In his tra
Jordahl captures this
waterway as a living sy:
allowing its viewers anopp
tunity to feel an intimate a
nection with the essence of)
river. This exhibit, which isi
loan from the Ansel Ad;
Gallery, is located in the U|
West Gallery and will be oni
play through November!
For additional informs!)
regarding these events or a
other Haggin Museum exhil
or activities, please corf
Kimberly Braddock at
462-1566 or (209) 607-139!

Nothin' but Net

of haunted places, inclu^
the Golden Gate Bridge,
true ghost stories fro111
over
the country. Nice a
Did you know that the
tions
to this page are
word "Halloween" didn't
Halloween
safety tips an^
appear in a dictionary until
the 1700's? Well, even if you of fun events happ*
did (and we all know you prior to and on October really didn't!) I challenge you over the place.
H.
Mary Ann and 0
to
take
"The
Great
Halloween
Quiz"
at Halloween Page, l°ca ^
www.magic.net/~slybootz. www.ad vancenet/
With the goulish holiday just nis/halloween/entrance
around the corner, these web , has a pumpkin patch
sites will help you have a great Halloween g°°
Read some classic S1
great trick-or-treat.
At
cityview.com/hal- tales, such as Edgar
loween/index.html you can Poe's "The Black Cat ,
check out all sorts of haunted onto some neat recipe ^
tales. This page includes a list for unique treats to ser
See Net, p°l-

JULIE ANTON
Living Arts Editor

NG
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The study bug is
:s going around
Iff-I
CHRISSY COLLINS

Pacifican Staff Writer

Welcome to mid-semester!
Unfortunately, it is that time
when the classes get longer
and it gets much harder to
get up in the morning. The
weather is also changing and
the colder it gets, the more
difficult it is to get going.
This is also a crucial time for
all your classes. It's time for
midterms and time to regis
ter for
next semester.
Therefore, you must consider
if you like the classes you are
in right now and if you want
to pursue that subject further.

o

Studying correctly and
effectively becomes essential
to your success at this point
in the semester. The next few
weeks is a major time to
study and bring up those
grades that may not be as
high as you would like. But,
how does one go about doing
this? I would like to share
some of my study tips that I

have found effective. My best
idea is to get some studying
done every night, don't pro
crastinate so that you are
forced to cram it all in the
night before a test. The mate
rial will be a lot clearer and
you will remember it better if
you begin early. Another idea
is to recopy and organize
your class notes. Review
your notes right after class, if
possible. In addition, outlin
ing the chapters in the book
will help focus your study
time. This will put into per
spective what you need to
know.
When you are studying for
a long period of time, be sure
to take breaks. It is impossi
ble for your brain to study for
hour after hour without rest.
During your study breaks,
get something to eat or drink,
rest your eyes, walk around,
and stretch. This will allow
your mind to concentrate
better when you get back to
See Study, page 14
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The Shadows: A great meal

FDTPA BIRLEW
Dminn
ERICA
Pacifican Staff Writer

Happy Halloween every
one!
This
week
your
Epicurean Ambassador has
once again ventured into the
sometimes frightening world
of fine dining and has discov
ered a pleasant surprise at
The Shadows.
This wonderful restaurant
is
named
appropriately
because it is located in the
shadows
of
Oakridge
Shopping Center at 7555
Pacific Avenue. Reservations
are recommended ( 477-3307)
and most major credit cards
are excepted.
This restaurant has an
extensive selection of items
from the grill to choose from
as well as a large selection of
chicken and seafood combi
nations. Each dinner comes
with soup or salad, vegeta
bles and a choice of baked
potato, rice, or French fries.
As I looked over the menu,
the
description of the
Chicken Florentine caught my
eye. Chicken Florentine is

•

several pieces of chicken
breast that are lightly sauteed
and served over rice in a
cream sauce with spinach. My
dinner companions remarked
that the Prime Rib sounded
especially appetizing. We also
ordered French onion soup
and salads with Green
Goddess, their special salad
dressing.

Dinner was fabulous! My
Chicken Florentine was so
rich and creamy that I was
unable to finish it.
As we left the restaurant we
remarked at how The
Shadows was so elegant, it
should be brought out into the
light so everyone can enjoy it.
But then The Shadows would
n't be The Shadows.

Recipe of the week
CATHERINE
WESTBROOK
Pacifican Staff Writer

juice until dissolved. Take
pan off the stove and add
water. Cook again until
lumps are gone. Remove the
Since Halloween has now pan from the stove. Slowly
crept up behind us, a good add in the cream and the but
recipe to try out is caramel ter. Stir until smooth. Push
apples.
the popsicle sticks into the
Ingredients:
apples, and dunk them in the
4 popsicle sticks
caramel sauce. Set them on
4 granny smith apples
an oiled sheet to cool, if you
8 oz. sugar
want a thicker caramel, then
1 oz. water
just add less water and
3 drops lemon juice
cream.
1 oz. butter
Try these treats out on
1 and l/2c. heavy cream
your friends. They're a guar
Instructions:
anteed hit at any Halloween
Heat the sugar and lemon bash.

J The addicts' weekly fix of T.V. soaps and scandals
1997 King Features
( Inc.

destroy Rachel and Carl's plan to get Hal alone. Ben is together: Brooke and Ridge
marriage. Felicia fled the confronted by his stalker. hadn't had sex for ages! opened her door to a "zom
hospi tal after looking at her Wait To See: Lucinda gets Meanwhile, Taylor left a bie.'' T.C. was suspicious that
Abby called the new guard,
damaged face. She was disturbing news.
message for Ridge at
"Mommy."
Wait To See:
robbed by a drug pusher and
Forrester's, Stefano tries to keep Hope
rescued by a homeless per
O but
Thorne from learning about Maison
son. Shane told Vicky he still
found it and Blanche.
Jake confirmed the pills
loves her. Grant warned
pocketed
it
can 1 u-gave Edmund could Paulina not to reveal that
before
Ridge
act
Brnot ™ 1°
°ut in cOun.
Cindy gave her her diet
could see it.
pills.
Alex
vowed
Wait To See:
revenge on Carl for
The flight to
Alexis feared Luke was
what hap pened to
Italy produces mixed
getting close to the truth
Felicia. Wait To See:
emotional reaction.
about Katherine and Stefan's
Felicia faces a new crisis.
relationship. Carly was
shaken when Bobbie con
fronted her about her baby's
James persuaded Maggie
due date. Alan schemed to
to sign an annulment agree
more
pain
pills.
|TGA crash tmth about
ment so that he could per
Roman urged Eric not to get
Barbara warned Hal to be suade Sheila to believe he
tell Marlena his dying wish. Elizabeth begged Sarah not
wary of Carly, who later felt loved her. Amber comfoned
Carrie was puzzled by her to tell Audrey what she had
out Hal about fatherhood. Maggie that she'll soon have
jealous reaction at seeing done. Jax persuaded Brenda
Holden was upset that Molly both James and the baby Mike and Debra dancing to spend time with Julia.
planned to have an abortion. back with her. Brooke together. Kristen flipped as Lonnie told Felicia and Mac
Lily suggested they adopt stunned Thorne when she the poison dart toxin caused
how much the doll meant to
Amanda
ex
J
pose
her baby. Lucinda gave said Taylor had misinterpret John to hallucinate that Hope his late wife. Wait To See:
a
took
knrio f0'r
?
the
David an ultimatum: Give ed what she saw the night was Marlena and asked her Elizabeth is up to her old
and devil- C f e a n g " H a dley"
lng the scheme to
up Emily or be cut out of her she found Ridge and Brooke to make love to him. Susan tricks again.
will. Nikki thwaned Carly's
See Soaps, page 14
synd.

ALL MY
CHILDREN:

^srdLaurao,h"

fejs.

GENERAL
HOSPITAL:

'<-SZ

ANOTHER

AS THE WORLD
TURNS:

THE BOLD AND
THE BEAUTIFUL:

DAYS OF OUR
LIVES:

PAGE 14
Continued from page 12

ghosts and goblins alike. A
great
aspect
of
the
Halloween Page is its cheap
and easy costume ideas. All
the disguises are inexpen
sive but do take some plan
ning.

T .TYING
The last stop on our doorto-door trick-or-treat hunt is
www.accessnv.com/halloween, otherwise known as
the Halloween Mart. Besides
alien collectibles, Star Trek
memorabilia, and, eeeew,
body parts, Halloween Mart
has a huge selection of cos
tumes for adults and chil
dren, including get-ups from

Minnie Mouse to Friar Tuck.
The Mart also has Christmas
costumes and even costumes
for your pets! And even
though Halloween is tomor
row, Halloween Mart can
ship you your chosen cos
tume overnight, so you 11 be
ready to go for a night of
sweet treats, silly tricks, and
just plain fun.

Horoscopes

TH
(X
U

1
II

Whgt!s in your future?

AQUARIUS

PISCES

Aquarius - You'll have
Pisces - This week
more time to spend with a
new insights about a finan
| romantic interest this week.
cial concern. A cycle favor
Happy social developments
able to your work interests
are on the horizon as well.
begins. Something at home
I This weekend, pay attention
could upset you over the
make
group
study
periods
a
when you're behind the
all at once. I find studying
Study.
weekend.
socializing
hour;
you
will
very draining both physically
wheel.
Continued from page 13
and mentally, so I try to relax regret it later.
the work. I would suggest
Make sure that you find a
and deal with only one thing
taking at least one ten minute
place
where you are able to
at a time. This makes the
break per hour of studying.
study
well for yourself,
work seem less overwhelm
Leo - A cycle of increased:
Another option for a study
whether
it is your room, the
ing and your goals more
popularity
begins for you1
break is to watch television
Aries - You may be signing
achievable. If you have more library, or some other quiet
this week. You'll want to do1,
or exercise for half an hour.
than one subject to study, be corner. It should be a place I an important contract in the something different this
You will completely get your
sure to alternate, so you don't where you can be comfort I near future. Distant matters weekend regarding enter !
mind off your homework
focus too heavily on one area able and relaxed. It must also 1 prosper this week, but keep tainment. However, avoids
and think about something
peace with the family over
have the volume level you
and neglect the others.
tendency toward impatience.
different. This provides an
require
to
concentrate
on
the weekend.
Another option is to turn
opportunity to begin fresh
your
work.
Everyone
has
and new. This will also help on soft music to help you some place where they are
focus and reduce your stress
you stay focused and awake.
able to work and each of us
Another study tip would while studying. Group study must strive to find that
be to study some in the after ing is also very beneficial unique place for ourselves.
noon, instead of putting it all because you are able to test
Virgo - This week, you
Try some of these study
Taurus - You'll have more
off until nighttime. This each other and thus realize tips. Your grades can only
may
have the urge to redeco-j
money at you disposal soon.
enables you to break up the what it is that you know and improve.
rate.
An early-week inspiraj
This week, you'll be very pro
work and not think about it don't know. However, don't
tion
leads
to big things into
ductive on the job, but you 11
long
run.
Be tactful with
need to utilize tact with a dif
Dorothy learns about Joey's safety deposit box and found
Soaps.
superiors.
ficult co-worker.
the money. During the lie
past.
Continued from page 13
detec tor test, Gabi's emotion
PORT CHARLES: al state led her to believe she
GUIDING LIGHT:
After telling Lucy he's really had been raped.
Michelle reminded Ed
moving out with Serena, Virginia started a fire in the
about his past mistakes when
cabin as Michael and Vanessa
Libra-You'll be more suit
v Scott was arrested by the
he tried to stop her from see-1
FBI for kid napping. became roman tic. Wait To
of yourself once you receive
ing Jesse. Still suffering
Gemini - A new cultural
. Matt realized Chris See: Olivia realizes she may
the okay from a big-wl
from amnesia, Buzz
i
interest
will fascinate you.
i was secretly under- not be able to keep Gregory
about work plans. A newj
sought out Nola as a
Enjoy social visits this week
1 mining his (Matt's) from taking Caitlin's baby.
start is just what you needrefuge from an unfamil
end, but avoid a romantic
1 campaign to force
The accent is on teamwo
iar
world.
Seeing
spat with that special some
Boardman to rec THE YOUNG AND
so don't force issues wt
Harley's heartbreak at
one.
ommend him for
THE
RESTLESS:
friend.
losing her father again
a surgical residency.
Cole charged Victoria with
Phillip decided to reach
Jake was about to damaging their marriage by
out to his lit tie girl,
reveal Rex's scheme her long absence. Later,
Lizzie. Abby was shaken
to Scott, when Rex Ashley urged Cole to sort out
by an encounter with Roy.
called
with a warn his problems with Victoria
Wait To See: Reva reacts to
ing.
Later,
lake told before she (Ashley) could
Scorpio - Chances
Cancer - The weeks just
Annie's boast about finding
tRex the DNA tests consider a relationship with
improve
your income Tin-'
ahead bring major business
her sister.
t proved Danielle him. Ryan was arrested for j developments. Don't let just around the corner,
eV*
, and Dominique shooting Nina. Chris told
LIFE
weekend tension escalate weekend, you don t see
ONE
, were
sisters, Danny Brian could claim cus
to eye with your mateLIVE:
into an argument.
i
which
means tody of Daniel if he learns
Viki and Clint welcomed
1 Serena could he's the real father. Michael
Joey home from Europe.
J
be Danielle's urged Phyllis to go to New
Later, Joey and Dorian came
daughter.
Wait York to make sure of Brian's
face to face. After learning
Kelly had gone to see her To See: Scott is arraigned.
silence. Dru worried about
„ .
f
You*
Sagittarius - Your ability to
Capricorn
b#
mother, Melinda, Dorian
how Neil would react to
SUNSET BEACH:
communicate you ideas is involved
with
^
asked her to bring Melinda
learning she can't have any
Ben explained Meg he kept more children. Millie's longtops this week. As a result, improvements for u1'
back to Llanview. Tea
you reach important agree part this week. ^erS|lcceti
accused Todd of still having a portrait of Maria in his lost daughter, Alice, called
home
to
remind
him
not
to
let
ments. Use patience with leads to a career s
feelings for Blair. An uninvit
her. Wait To See: (Veronica)
another
woman
hurt
him
as
loved ones, but enjoy social Avoid squabbling ,
ed guest turned up at Viki's
sees an "opportunity."
money over theweeke^,
opportunities this weekend.
dinner party. Wait To See: she did. Caitlin opened Cole's

ARIES

LEO

TAURUS

V I R G O

j

G E M I N I

LIBRA

C A N C E R

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS
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Fear and loathing in Stockton: Trouble

D V A IVT THARSCH
TANR^RR
RYAN
Pacifican Staff Writer

bathroom, his back to the
wall, escaping all this filthy
madness until the time came
in which
he could
get back
on stage
and
let
the music
take him
away.
H
e
d i d n ' t
have to
say one
word to
me.
I
knew what was going down
here tonight.
On my way out the door I
was stopped by one of the
groupies. She was short,
shaped like an eccentric pear,
with no shame.

This happened awhile
back.
My good friend
ALEX ZAMANSKY
Lizardhands, who's in a rockEntertainment Editor
and-roll band, ran into a little
trouble with some groupies.
Nah nah nah nah nah —
Well, actually just one
WE HAVE THE 49ERS!
groupie. Her name was Elpo.
Except for the fact that Jerry
Elpo stalked Lizardhands
Rice can't play, everything
for 40 days and 40 nights.
about this whole deal is awe
And then, suddenly, it all
some. What makes this so ended.
awesome is that my best
It
began
innocently
friend back home goes to
enough not quite at some
Sierra (where the 49ers prac
seedy bar in Lodi.
ticed before) and has always
Didn't CCR sing a sad
bragged about having the
song about being stuck in
49ers at his school. Well Lodi, again?
buddy, we have them now!
When I got there the
Mot to mention we also have
groupies
were seething,
their cheerleaders, heh heh.
vicious, dirty. 1 found
1 know this really has
Lizardhands hiding in the
nothing to do with anything,
but has anyone ever thought
that horoscopes are really just
a crock of (fill in the blank)? I
mean, take mine for instance.
Ok, I am a Libra and from last JONATHAN
stood on...4 STORIES HIGH
week my "fortune" read your
HIRSCHBEIN
and pulled from his cancer
life is crazy this month! If it's
Pacifican Staff Writer
stick like any ordinary man
not one problem, it's another.
sucking on death in advertise
Inload your troubles on a
Late night. Hours past the ment
fashion.
Sponser
good friend. C'mon now!
Spring season sleep.
dropped
to
a
three-leggec
, ^sicallywhat this is saying is
The quiet was soft with a stool and folded to a slouch,
that I am a miserable belligertickling
breeze and some swaying back and forth
e
I "t little moron who should
where
a
child was eating against the sliding glass door
yank someone by the ear into
toothpaste.
mv ro°m and spill my guts
so the legs of the stool lifted in
Old Nick and Sponser the air two at a time and his
out to them just so I will feel
Je«or?
Probably NOT! stood at the edge of the age elbows poked at the glass in
angled balcony with the honey rhythmic nudges for the per
d w r f ' W a s h a v i n g a b a d comb paint job. Handrail worn
fect nervous habit to disguise
imi Y
'1 wouldn'f yank
and wise from being thankful the tension in the air. He had
anybody by the ear.
I have definitely learned ly molested over the fast slept in the bathtub only hours
nights and years of self abuse earlier and the remnants of a
and TT' 3S far as drinking and the need for assistance to watered down bar of soap
stand.
napped in his hair in shapes of
IWorlrl"
!rs Around the
"Just don't have it in me clots and dissolving powder
Alex
r Y my buddies - I anymore." Old Nick spit to his
pools. Old Nick stared through
Damion ? ? Boy' and I own space and circle. "People nowhere eyes into the
to
igot sin i
say that we expect me to be something all
nowhere sky and pretended he
the time. To never be the ordi didn't feel anything.
ma
Tomiso'u,
de myself nary. It wears me out. And
"Besides," Sponser stepped
at
WOUld
otstart
»"another
b
"
there's
no
worth
in
being
an
p
into
the silence again, "You're
>H t,'n er beer until I finactor."
forgetting
about those you'd
ne
in
m
y hand first.
f, °
"That's
a
phase."
Sponser
leave
behind."
Ike.' S was my. first mis
swallowed and prepared,
Old Nick threw his cancer
doing 1Second mistake was
"They
come
and
go."
he
spoke
stick
to the pavement and
ban once T station m°re with urge flapping from his
spun his balance around to a
ot of fun h 1n>'Ways'was a
tongue, "Whoever told you perfect shapeshift of cynicism
that swallowing a shotgun as he tore into his pal's reasons
was gonna fix anything?"
why it made more sense to
1)0 Pack
^ heard about
Old
Nick
leaned
against
stay.
"You really don't fucking
students that went
the
white
chipped
barrier
that
ee Soph Spot, page 16
See Stories, page 16
outlined the porch of which he

"Are you with the band?"
I turned my eyes on her,
made myself look as demonic
as possi
ble.
"I am
t
h
e
band," I
growled
insanely,
a
n
d
stepped
out into
the night.
I did
n't know
her name
then, but I would a week
later when she began show
ing up around Headquarters
way too often. Back then the
circle was tight, not expect
ing to be broken or penetrat
ed by the arrival of some

U
ff IS&Nt

Cr"r8-1 wew ,o ph'

KUTDTU'DHBEPU,,INS

ALEX ZAMANSKY
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

LARA ZAMANSKY
Pacifican Staff Writer
Guess who's back in the
spotlight after an absence that
has been way too long? She is
back, but this time her style
that we all know and
love has taken a bit of a
turn. She has brought
us past albums that
have reminded us
about the richness of
life and how we
need to take care of
the children. But
now, get ready to
turn up the heat!!
That's right, I'm
talking about the
one and only Miss
Janet Jackson. She's
back in the spotlight
and she is hotter than
ever!!!
Janet's new style
shocked a lot of her
fans with vivid hair
color and funky
lair styles. Sweet
ittle Janet has new
tattoos on her body to com
ply with her sexy look. Turn on
MTV (channel 28 - most of our
dorms) and watch Janet strut
aer sensuous body in feather
noas, leopard skin tops, and

space-out groupie from the
backwoods.
She was only around for a
little more than a month, but
that was enough. Because
when Elpo began showing
up on a daily basis, like
twisted clockwork, things
began to get slightly scan
dalous.
Rothwell, the Bass Player,
had a confession for me one
night when he was inebriat
ed. He told me he had made
it with Elpo four and a half
times. I didn't ask him to
explain why it was four and
a half instead of five. I didn't
even want to know.
Dirty Flynn, the Drummer,
said he didn't do anything
with her, but I knew he was
lying. These two weren't

barely nothing vinyl bras as she
grooves in her racy videos.
There's no surprise for
long-time Janet fans when they
hear her new album "The
Velvet Rope" has topped the
charts and is securely resting in
the number one spot and I
believe that it will be there for
a long time. The debut of
|Janet's "The Velvet Rope"
started when the radio sta
tion blasted the popular
tune "Got Til It's Gone."
Th title song "Velvet
Rope" is funky and
unusual as it brings
across a message that
says we all in fact
have the need to feel
wanted and to be
accepted, but that
doesn't necessarily
mean we all to be the
same. I love the way
'Together Again" talks
about how even though
a person is gone, their
spirit is still around and
you are able to feel
their presence inside
of you.
Janet's "The Velvet Rope" is
definitely an album everyone
should have. It is in the UOP
bookstore so you don't have to
drive anywhere to get it.

PAGE 16

Soph Spot_
Continued from page 15

swimming in Knoles lawn
last week? Yah, they went
swimming or maybe it was
wading You see, Knoles
Lawn was really flooded one
night so my
friends,
uh...these students went over
to go play "Slip-and-Slide."
As it turns out, while these
kiddies were playing in the
water, Public Safety jumped
into their Swat Team outfits
and
surrounded
them.
Batons, revolvers, and M-16's
were being aimed at these
rebellious students. It would
have been a massacre, except
for one thing: the Swat Team
forgot their ammo and my
friends ran off into the night
back to their rooms in Grace.
So maybe this really didn't
happen, but hey...you're still
reading, eh?
To close, I want to end
with a saying from one of my
favorite movies, see if you
recognize it: "The question
isn't who am I, the question
is where am I " — in
accordance with Halloween...
I wish a fast recovery to C.
Colton from his surgery this
past week.

F NTFFTA INMENT
i

"I Know What You Did Last Summer

«

series of twists, turns, and
frights leaving the
MELISSA DURKIN
viewer utterly at a
Pacifican Staff Writer
lost to who the stalk
er is. What makes
It's a story about four
this movie more pow
teenagers during the inerful than just a Bbetween stages of high
rated thriller, though,
school graduation and adult
is the psychological
hood. Sounds like a normal
attempt it makes into
enough occurrence, but there
the psyche of the!
is a major hitch to a smooth
teenager. Set in a dra
transition for these friends.
matized episode, one
On a summer night, after
can start to under
Michelle
Helen
(Sarah
stand the difficulties
Gellar) wins the Croaker
in becoming an adultcontest,
Queen
beauty
moving away from
(Ryan
Helen,
Barry
theiTalso drown it in A scary moment for these teenagers
your familiar sur
(Jennifer
Phillippe), Julie
alcohol.
Driving
roundings
(town
and
Love Hewitt), and Ray
home, they After some convincing, they friends) and being forced to
(Freddie
hit a man on choose to throw the body make responsible decisions.
Prinze, Jr.)
R e a p e r ' s into the sea, clean off the This movie also creates the
decide
to
C u r v e . blood (if that can really be
horror of keeping a secret.
take a cele
Forced
to done), and pretend like the
The
external torment is an
bration trip
make
a night never happened. One outbirth of the internal one.
to the beach
c h o i c e year later, they are tortured
But, don't forget that we are
as sort of a
b e t w e e n by the deranged orchestra
also
dealing with a real-life
farewell
p o s s i b l e tion of an unknown party
psychotic
punisher here, the
goodbye
manslaugh who bore witness to their Reaper in demented human
before they
murderous
act.
Acting
like
a
ter charges
form. So, remember, on this
all leave for
and moral conscience, this person sends
Halloween night, don't drink
f a r a w a y
responsibili threats to the kids because he
and drive: You never know
p l a c e s .
ty,
the "knows what they did last
and
who you could hurt and who
Helen
friends are summer". In SCREAM-like
Ray are plan
could
be watching!
laid with a style, the movie then is a
Freddie Prinze, Jr. as Ray
ning to go to

Fear_

Continued from page 15

making things any better by
pandering to a groupie,
their hormones clenched
tight in their hands. It's
almost like giving food to a
bear. If you feed her, she'll
just keep coming back.
One day I showed up at
Headquarters and walked
into Lizardhands' starnge
dwelling. It was completely
dark. Lizardhands and
Rothwell were hiding,
knowing that the beast was

Stories.

Continued from page 15

listen!" His eyes were inches
closer now and his voice shot
up like a flare gun fuming
red. "I'm not here for you! I've
got to survive my own inten
sities before I provide for you.
All I had was nerves! All I
tasted was hate! But the
worst part about this, is that

New York while
Barry are set
Boston. Helen wants
to be an actress; Ray is
an aspiring writer;
Julie wants to attend a
good college; Barry is
going to be a star foot
ball player. The bud
ding teenagers, full of
their dreams and spir
it, consummate their
friendship and love for
each other that night
on
the
beach.

and

premature adult decision.

laCUHUE Dy MAWS. SZUrtAUT
somewhere out there.
"She's out there. I can
smell her."
This was going too far
now. Elpo had written a
short poem in Lizardhands'
notebook about his eyes,
and left it sitting on the radi
ator.
She called constantly. She
came over all the time. Elpo
was without a doubt a stalk
er.
Then one day it just
ended. Elpo was nearly
demolished in a harrying
catfight that I barely remem
now it doesn't feel like any
thing! Maybe I'm happy.
Maybe actually being Tiappy'
just means feeling nothing.
But I don't forget about the
people I'd leave behind. If my
intensities are gone, then I've
got to worry about who's
going to feed you."
Sponser tightened his eyes
so the fear in form of tears
wouldn't slip from the skin.

ber, and she took off for the
hills.
She called one more time,
with the news that shewas a
born-agian Christian. And
so it goes.
We all need fans. We all
need lovers. But nobody
needs groupies. I've seen
too many already, and it can
get ugly.
We love to be loved. But
nobody loves to get stalked.
Do writers have groupies,
I wonder?
God, I hope not.
Long live rock and roll.
He expanded his chest and
pulled together his ground as
he tried again to make it right.
"There's still a better way.
There's still that certain some
thing you haven't found that
could get you through. You
make your point through
aggression, but you can find a
reason everyday why you
should stay alive."
Then there was silence.

wiewjwtaDsREWf SOKD
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"No way Georgia can get
married again! She doesn't
twre room tot aoothet
ring!"

t

They looked at one another
through the wash of what
seemed to be a term of truce.
A common plain where they
might both rest and readjust
their eyes. "'The Great
Defender of Life'", Old Nick
labeled from behind a smile
and swallowed a relieving
laughter from Sponser in
exchange. They embraced for
a moment and as they let go,

V

"Don't you think we're
carrying this
breakfast-in-bed
thing too far?" ^

Old Nick climbed back fl*
the ring
O of his dirty
- halo"You
said

unto

Sponser,
r

. . . . go on without ifi
" e
couldn't
you tried."
With that remark, a to
cape blanketed his ^
washed optimism aStjfe
'Great Defender of
,
lunged towards Old Nic
threw him off the balco !'
STORIES DOWN.
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Top Ten

Narfff!!!
Weather Forecast
TODAY A

°n Carr' Wntten and thou8ht out b-V AIex Zaxtiansky)

sunshine (Pacifican comes out) all day with starry night
Friday*
°

'

-=*»_/

C3Ii<c.

"TY\rToo4h Fairy only pays
tor y€jur leoih. Putting
Cirandpa*© under your pillow
kVfl/lV •AfftrL-f

I bet you get this all the
time, but you remind me of
Elizabeth Taylor"

••

cold in the morning, party, er...clear at night
Saturdaylate sunrise (noon), hazy in afternoon, clear at night
Sunday
late sunrise (1pm), foggy in afternoon, stressed, er.stormv at
night
Monday
frostbitten in morning, warmer in afternoon, clear night
Tuesdaychilly in morning, heating up in afternoon, tired, er..cloudy at
night
Wednesday
sub-zero temperatures in morning, awake, er warm in after
noon, clear at night (anticipation of Soph Spot, er..Pacifican)

Dr. Alan Ray's jokes
web site: http://www.telejoke.com

Things to
be for
Halloween
10. UOP "Swat
Team" member
9. A Porn
Star
8. A "Dead
Man On
Campus" —
unless you're a
freshman
7. A Human
Condom
6.

"Coat boy'

5.

A 49er

4. A UOP
Cheerleader

Dr. Atan Ray is a professor of Communications, who shares his sense of humor though the Pacifican and has a daily colum in the LA. Times
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president
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STARBUCKS FARGO
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be sold
banl<?
course fk
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of ^ents that go in this line
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TRACK TURN

HALLOWEEN HAUNT

Amtrak workers have extend
ed their strike deadline by seven
days. They were scheduled to
walk out at midnight Tuesday.
But, true to form, they're run
ning a week behind.

Halloween
is
near.
Vampires lurking for blood are
the most popular costumes
this year. Every kid wants to
dress up like an IRS agent.

SERIES WORLD

CLINTON COMETH

The World Series is here.
When the announcer says "way
back, way way back/ it can
only mean one thing. He's
describing the line to the
women's rest room.

President Clinton returns to
the White House this weekend
after a successful trip to South
America. While in Bogota, he
met with his Colombian coun
terpart. Juan Valdez.

3. A UOP
Football player
2. "Susan"
from Days of
Our Lives
1. A
DANCING BEER
CAN
Cnmpilcil bv:
Allison. Kctli. iiiul Aslilic
(three S/hHikv sliicks
iicconliiiy In fiti/hr staff )

m
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Thursday;
October 30
Human Services
Training
Westgate Management
Center
8 a.m.

McGeorge School of
Law
3+3 Presentation Program
Presidents' Room
4 p.m.

Take Action Week
Committee
.Clothesline Project for
Sexual Assault Awareness
McCaffrey Center Lounge
11 a.m.

ASUOP
Afternoon Concert Series
McCaffrey Center Stage
12 p.m.

CALENDAR
Middle Eastern
Student Association

General Meeting
WPC 122
12 p.m.

Pacific Athletic
Foundation

Advisory Committee
Weekly Meeting
Private Dining Rm. McCaf.
7 p.m.

Women's
Volleyball
Hospitality
Pacific Athletic Club
5:30 p.m.

International
Programs & Services
General Meeting
Bechtel Center
1 p.m.

Friday,
October 31
Pacifica Folkdancers

School of
International Studies
Class: SOCI 53 Cultural
Anthropology
George Wilson Hall
3 p.m.

Men's Lacrosse
Practice
Brookside Field
4 p.m.

Dance Class
George Wilson Hall
8 p.m.

Human Resources
Training
Taylor Conference Room
9:30 a.m.

Take Action Week
Committee
Clothesline Project for
Sexual Assault Awareness
McCaffrey Center Lounge
11 a.m.

ASUOP
Senate Meeting
George Wilson Hall
7 p.m.

41 YEARS of QUALITY

/?,

SHAC-Student Health

Young

Percussion Ensembles

Faye Spanos Concert Hall
UOP Women's Volleyball vs. 8 p.m.
UC Santa Barbara
Spanos Center
Saturday,
7 p.m.

Athletic Department
UOP Women's Volleyball vs.
Brigham Young
A.A. Stagg Stadium
7 p.m.

Men's Lacrosse
Practice
Brookside Field
4 p.m.

November 1

CAPD/Lihrary/Provost
Learning
Assessment
Seminar/
Workshop for Faculty
Westgate
Management
Center
& Weber Hall 111
9 a.m.

Athletic Department

Classic Movie Series
"Hold That Ghost"
McCaffrey Center Theatre
8 p.m.

UOP Men's Water Polo vs.
Pepperdine
Kjeldsen Swimming Pool
12 p.m.

*> e w
LINCOLN CENTER

Marinated Carved from the Bone

featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Best

COMING SOON
2ND LOCATION ON MIRACLE MILE

"Stockton's Best"
Hamburger

We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork...
Their feed is a sweet granola of com and grains...
The old fashioned way.

Rotisserie Chicken

•World's First Oyster Burrito • Fresh Fish Tacos
• Jumbo Garlic Prawns • Rotisserie Chicken
• Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Carne Asada (grilled steak)
•Carnitas (roast pork)

100% PureGround Fresh Chuck. All
natural Pacific Coast Grain Fed Beef

vs.
Brigham
University
A.A. Stagg Stadium
7 p.m.

Athletic Department

STOCKTON'S ONLY
Drive Thru Espresso

lieait of Chicken Sandwich

Soccer

?AN FELIPE
6 RILL

"Mom/s"

C • A • F • E •

THE PACIFICAN

SERVED HOT ALL
DAYLONG

with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips

We accept ATM, VISA, Discover, & Mastercard

FRESH

•

NATURAL

Fresh Squeezed Lemonade

i

*

H

i
u

"STOCKTONS BEST
FAST FOOD CAFE

Tuesday
AUTHENTIC

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

463-6415

- FootbaH ^Satellite

UOP night

$2 bottled import beer

_

Monday
Ladies Night
$1 well drinks & $1 drafts

_

Wednesday
**

SANDWICHES • fSESH SALADS • SOUP

Complimentary sodas
for all designated drivers

1612 Pacific Ave.
ATM, VISA, Discover&MmttrCmd

Sunday
6 Big Screen TVs

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters

Salads

NO LARD

| Football via Satellite —

Now Serving

Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

•

(1 Block Fran 1-5)

CALENDAR

nrrOBER 30, 1997

Pacific Athletic
Foundation
Women's
Volleyball
Hospitality
Pacific Athletic Club
5:30 p.m.

Vl

Athletic Department
L'OP Women's Volleyball vs.
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
Spanos Center
7 p.m.

Pacific Men's Lacrosse
UOP vs. CSU Hayward
Brookside Field
1 p.m.
LOP Men's Water Polo vs.
Air Force
Kjeldsen Swimming Pool
12 p.m.

Athletic Department
LOP Soccer vs. Sac State
A.A. Stagg Stadium
12 p.m.

Classic Movie Series

Tuesday,
November 4
Human Resources
Training
Taylor Conference Room
8 a.m.

Sunday,
November 2

Dean's Council Meeting
Weber Hall 112
9:30 a.m.

Hen's Lacrosse

School of Pharmacy

TOP vs. CSU Hayward

Pharmacy Showcase 1997
Pharmacy
10:15 a.m.

Athletic Department
Pol°

fffm" Swimmin8 pool

Athletic Department
TOP socce,. vs. Sac State
, 9 Sta8g Stadium
l<! P-m.

Monday,
November 3
urns

Gaining
Rrri.

ffrey

Center

a.m.
s

Practice

lacrosse

4"°bide

Field

Conf.

Tuesday World
Forum

Counseling Center
"Lunch Bunch"
Private Dining Rm. McCaf
12 p.m.

Residential Life &
Housing

Seafood, Sushi, Meat/Fowl
lunch: Monday • Saturday 11 JO to 2:15
Dinner: Monday - Saturday 5 00 to 9-00

jjj^^icolrLCenter *Stocton .Ca .9S207

Phone .(209) 9S1-3S2S

Practice
Brookside Field
4 p.m.

Communication
Department

Monday
Night
Football

COMM 43
Z Building East
6 p.m.

Health Center
Free & Confidential HIV
Testing
Cowell Health Center
6 p.m.

All You Can Eat!
Ribs and Chicken

Studies
Evening Classes
George Wilson Hall
6 p.m.

Rehearsal for Scott Wright
6 Joe Ford
Morris Chapel
7 p.m.

IB If

w CASTLt
••«o»Nssr
\
•ataiN
•oaatNS

J

• 157 W. Adams
464-BREW

Just off Pacific Ave on the Miracle Mile.
Behind Baskln Rnhm*.

Open D*4y from I lam to 12

Wednesday,
November S

GRANDCANA1 BI.VD M.STOCKTON CA9O07

(209) 478-6290
LAll'.-'II
tK.XJl_ANCafcRiL
•••A
pa i > a - »
~
la Bottkitgrtie fvrtMy Mi$,g Du tyo* Site
Something New -r Vtmr LJ,
C.rcxmanm
Cott09
Tmj
MuNPst
Sconso

SancjK<vtcrw»t
Sak><M
^

Cappuccino
C«99 CMJ LETT
Co*4 Moc*va

O TOS
lc«dCoffs«i
StcT by omr C.renJ Cmml kxMlton tc
»WAW*FIN/|»LIRTY RAMI our.
•I nM»mor«wnw.

a mtn*

encm* cmrvn uuiMvevcr a* aoy

o, ten.

Fi« $« TJ I*

X0CHIHILC0

ami*

cm

PINE MEXICAN CUISINE
Tacos * Enchiladas • Tostadas. CM« R«n«nos
Chbntchangas • Fioutas

WuBbsnw
VUUKmi
_
DMOLS «««•. to: mhiw
7t'?PackA*M • Sta&n CAm 95?)?

Art: Four Views
The Pacific Experience 1997
"Observations from the
Landscape:
Plein Air Painting"
Albright Auditorium in
WPC
3:30 p.m.
946-2424

Now Open on Sat & Sun at 9am
or

Open 7 Days a Week

Italian Film Festival
WPC 140
7 p.m.

School of
International

New Outside Patio Seating
7 Satellite TV's
Monday Night Football

$9.00

Sun. & Mon. 1 f:30am 10:00pm
Tues.-Thurs. 11:30am 11:00pm

College of the Pacific

Quad
Head
Residents'
Human Resources
Meeting
McCaffrey Center Conf. Training
Rm.
Taylor Conference Room
2 p.m.
8 a.m.
-

!\3

Traditional Japanese Delicacies... To Co or tat In

Conservatory of Music

Jon
Strolle
Associate
Provost,
Monterey
Institute
of
International
Studies"Language
Learning &
Career Options"
Bechtel Center
12 p.m.

>•

JAPANESE CUISINE

IE
*

Men's Lacrosse

Conf.

Eberhardt School of
Business

1 pm.

Class: SOCI 53 Cultural
Anthropology
George Wilson Hall
3 p.m.

International Students'
Support Group
Model U.N. Room-Bechtel
4:30 p.m.

Weekly Meeting
McCaffrey Center
Rm.
7 p.m.

SHO Ml

International Studies

POP Counseling

"Hold That Ghost"
McCaffrey Center Theatre
8 p.m.

Brookside Field

8

Foundation
Weekly Meeting
Scholarship
Awards Taylor Conference Room
Banquet
2 p.m.
Common Room/Great Hall
5 p.m.
School of

Greek Council

Athletic Department
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36 South San Joaqu.n Stockton. Ca

4

0

442-3784

K

D

The Pacifican is
currently
seeking:

AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOOD

DiM Mr
3202 PACIFIC Ave.
STOCKTON, CA BS204
one BLOCK mourn or AINM Ave.
W«N - FAT
PFPFQAWPI
11 too AM • 9:30 PM LLLUJaJ

•Advertising
Representatives
Contact Advertising
Manager Michelle
Stafford at 946-2114
to apply!

K2

r.MF.NDAR
Westgate Center for
Management Development
Role of the Public Manager
Westgate Manag. Center
8:30 a.m.

Residential Life &
Housing
Task Team Meeting
Private Dining Rm. McCaf.
9 a.m.

Admissions

Men's Lacrosse

Pacific Italian
Alliance/Conservatory

Staff Meetings
McCaffrey Center Cont.
Rm.
9 a.m.

Practice
Brookside Field
4 p.m.

Italian Guitarist, Emmanual
Sergre
Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.

Communication
Department

ORLY

r-

THE ONE AND ONLY
MATCHMAKER

PRESENTS

Halloween ©N THE DEET/I
— -

Forensics Business Meeting
McCaffrey Center Theatre
4:30 p.m.

951-6835.

mm IS THE MEDIA
SAYING ABOUT ORLY?

~l»nr«-sitcro Prlve

[ The Ph.! Donahue Show
Oriy is a Basque passisl nmteakr,..
"Oriy. horn* natrhmate
|"Os?y s
6 hours

is designed tor she pe^sswoafe.

1 AMto Angeks Show

i two of Otk s diems were naified live «i <]
show ..the wedding tAsyear
1 'Oriy.work) senowsssi(BKhauker.
km Morale News
1 "Oriy. naichnssktr Isactioa..*
IjewfeliT.V, Network
I t)r!v is j ted marriage taste.
I MonteiWilamsNhow
[ 'Oriy'selientsaK' the crftm de Iss atari '

^V0^avel
and every organ in your

Evening Classes
George Wilson Hall
6 p.m.

For
Rent/For
r oLi>>iiy
* Sale
;—
MUST SELL Est. route guarantee, $1000/wk. potential,
$4 995 investment. 800-576-2725 call 24 hours.
Help
neip Wanted
vvoiiick*
GeneralOffice/MGR Trainees. No exp-^qd.mntTa^
FT/PT, start immediately. If not earning $650/wk. Call (209)

31>l "«• M0p-»
UVE MUSIC by OTHER HANDS
JawnBciHcr Promotion ft Drink Special*
Prise*, and Costume Contest!
^.

anott*"
lor

School of
International Studies

Classifieds

mm

Cotsc ioii u* on October

MX*

THE PACIFIC A v

biology textbook

I "Oriyselk-ras -simply toptsf the line..."

Wanted-used

Wanted
TV with VCR, willing to bargain. Please call

Alex 946-2114.

For
ror Your
iuui Information
November at" the Haggin Museum is an exiting.month.
Come see the collection of Leica cameras Sunday, Nov. 23]an. 25,1998, classical guitarist Daniel Weston Morton 3. p
Saturday, Nov. 22, San Joaquin: River of Spirit photograp y
display through Nov. 9, and much more! For addthonal in a
regarding these or other Haggin Museum events contact
Kimberly Braddock at (209) 462-1566. Museum
Sun. 1:30 to 5:00pm. It is located at Victory Park, 1201
^We^eed classified ads at the Pacifican! If you have some
thing to sell or rent, are looking for something to buy, ormeea
some help, we can advertise for you - very cheap! Call Laur
at 946-2114.

m

1 Cleveland Tonight Show

I "Oriy. a Sottasof class.

I Orange County News Channel

I"

, Studios

I tMy sttesa^se&«•7

I AM Northwest Show. Oregon

|Oriy iixort ami only sssdsritef.
I Good Evening Seattle Show

|~Qfk is a® iuwiimntin your future

2 Bedrooms
Towtihouses

I Tk Dinu Petty Show,Canada

j "Orlvlas a vixthsen*

|National Enquirer

77-5284 YJ

Phone: 952- 3030

|'Oriy Is rationally ml taaBtaJnaly- knows
|los Angeles Times
I Otly ttwto Ck rids ««S swxesfet.•*

Free Delivery

I Dallas Morning Newspaper

Hours: Sun-Thurs 1 lam to Midnight Fri & Sat: 11 am to 1 am

|Oriv mask*cotafasteotafevK.

rji

|OA isrk Soils Rowed s&Ktattkirg.

r

^UOP Special1

<^U0P Special1

$8.99!

$6.991
enM».^Km »* C.T+V-«»*>«.
".'Mr •I
O/ Mm «•**<

$8.99

1 Large Pizza 1 1 Medium Pizza
Unlimited
1 Topping
I
Topppings
2nd Large $5 I

1 Medium Pizza I
1 Topping
I
2nd Medium $4 I
re.*. is~< We

. UOP Special

•<». C+ufsrf* n(a

|

« m y ? * I

I —'
W

•e "Six

fr»~.

I Beverly HlDsToday
I HI Talk Radio

I Or!v. i asachmaktr wish a sixth xn*.:

1 Hi AC Nashvilk Radio

|Orty fcacefetaky marhmaiw..-*

FREE

,40 MIM US It(ONE HINM UA1ION
(310)'6597337 • Beverly Hills

•Unique 1,2 & 3
bedrooms
-

•Park-likesetting
•Fireplaces
'PooVSpa

Jf

""l

I

Best Value!
Best
Location!'D

Grouse Run Apartments

j OHy has a dreamease for yfer.,.*

|"Qd* h*i wach tor the sincere sges..7
I The Heritage Weekly

•Model open daily

4738 Grouse Run Drive *(209) 95^

Comfortable living...
at Adobe Haciendas
Spacious 1 & 2 Bedrooms
• QUIET & SHADV

• 2 INVITING SWIMMING POOLS
• PRIVATE BALCONIES & PATIOS
• 2 NEW LAUNDRIES
• AIR CONDITIONED
• GAS INCLUDED
• FREE BASIC CABLE
• NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAM
» ON-SITE SECURITY

478-1950
39 GATEWAY CT OFF EL DORADO & MARCH LN

"SSJSifl

r
nn-" m 1 9 9 7 -

Month-Long
Italian Film Festival
Scheduled At UOP
Univccity of the Pacific is
hosting
second Italian
Film Festival
Tuesday
evenings, Oct. 21 through
Nov. 11, at 7 p m. in Albright

Auditorium,
Phillips Center.

Wendell

Sponsored by the Pacific
Italian Alliance and College
of the Pacific's film studies
department, "the four films
represent Italy
through
region and history with his
torical and geographical vari
said COP Dean
ation,"
Robert Benedetti.

Assessment

continued from page., 3
need to focus on how the
instructor's learning tech
niques are affecting student's
learning and what mecha
nisms are being used through
out the course of a semester.
"There needs to be several
types of strategies that profes
sorscan use to determine how
enhance the learning
process," said Mayne.
The workshop is co-sponsored by the committee for
Academic Planning
and
Development, the University
™ary and the Office of the
Assistant Provost.

Connections

continued from page 3
the program focuses on
,|, P®rsonal and profession1 development."
CONNECTIONS
is
a
thelL?,^ Pro8ram from
v*tz Centers, the
\atin e,
Select,

Center

for

Staff

Tfo. 0n and Development.
iJST.is designed to
viding jJj® mdlvidual, pror"un L, PTement in com"
1

WemTi

ration,)

.

S' self"esteem'

m8'

^d organi-

01 r,yLf/
sS '
"
and non

E CT,ONS
h

ade

Pr°-

Lop (i ,
its official
resident n 3 letter from
Who inf" Donald DeRosa,
formed all members of

On Oct. 21, Federico
Fellini's "La Dolce Vita" will
be shown.
Showing Nov. 4, Visconti's
"The Leopard" is set in Sicily
in the 1860s.
The final film, to be shown
Nov. 11, is Franceso Rosi's
"Christ Stopped in Eboli."
Admission is free to all
Pacific Italian Alliance mem
bers, with a suggested dona
tion of $5 for non-members.
Light refreshments will be
served.

"My role in promoting this
assessment workshop is to
position the library as an
important support structure
for faculty and students,"
said Jean Purnell, Dean of
Libraries, "and in particular,
to assist faculty in developing
their skills, whether it be in
the classroom or research
venue."
The library wants to take a
leadership role in being a sup
port structure for instructors
and to help promote develop
ment programs such as this
one said Purnell.
Call ext. 2166 to reserve a
space for this faculty develop
ment event.
the University community
that "participants will focus
on the ways that faculty, staff,
students, and offices work
together to provide service."
The Department of Human
Resources released a followup memorandum issuing a
call for trainers from all areas
of the university to participate
in this quality service pro
gram.
The CONNECTIONS pro
gram guarantees success
through the use of training
videos, teaching manuals,
participant books, workshops,
and discussions.
"The program begins this
week and will continue
through December 4. Meeting
the needs of the students on
campus is very important to
us," said Coleman.

NEWS
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in Lincoln Center South

REPLA
C D -

LASER V I D E O - TAPE
v i r j r l. r * < r ~ o n o s

840 Benjamin Holt Drive • Stockton, CA 95207
MonSat

10AM-10PM

•

Sundays 128PM

We Pay CASH For Your Used Music

^cMcvfe^

GV

Bud Abbot and Lou Costello

Hold that Ghost
Friday October 31st @ 8pm
Saturday November 1st @ 7pm

McCaffrey Center Theater
Adults S4.50 Children $3.00
UOP Students Free !

Coupon:
Pacific Ave Bowl
477-0267
5939 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, 95207

Only $1.6<
Per Gam
Plus

IRA LEVIN'S

Let's Go Bowlin

DEATHTRAP
OjrttledfitOssidMsaaii

DEATHTRAP Adults
TICKETS

S11.00 Si 3.00

Students/Senior Citizens

j

$9.00 $11.00
$2 00 off
Deathtrap

k

9
^

eeds your Submissions:

Poetry Pitose
Itonu Music Essays
Short Stories
Btock and (ilhitc phocos
'Please send submissions to the Engpsh Dept office
2nd floor Knoies Hall.
Include your name, phone number, address and mi.

Tkkets cm Sale Nov,'
WIZARD OFOZ
Comin? Nov. 20ih - Dec. ITth
yiKw pliiet jerwe

BOX OFFICE 471.2424

STOCKTON CIVIC THEATRE
H12 Rose Mi.'w Une«Ssrctjofi

HOLIDAY
CINF.MA

6262 West Lane

8

965-6680

Bargain Matinees in ()
fTI
mce Ticket Sales
fK
Advam
1. S^J Available
Available;at the Box Office

'**1

JtL

Boogie Nights - R

Daily: (2:35,5:05) 7:35, 10: 10
Early Show FSS: (12:05)

1 i

Fairy Tale - PG

Daily: (2:25,4:50) 7:00,9:15
EaHy Show FSS: (12:10)

I Know What You Did
Last Summer - R
Daily: (2:00,2:30,4:25,5:00)
7:05,7:40,9:30, 10:00
Early Show FSS: (11:30,12:00)

A Life Less Ordinary-R
Daily: (2:45,5:10) 7:30, 9:50
Early Show FSS: (12:15)

The Peacemaker - R
Daily: (1:55,4:30) 7:20, 9:45
Early Show FSS: (11:35)

In & Out - PG 13

Daily: (2:40,4:45) 7:15,9:25
Early Show FSS: (12:20)

The Edge -R
Daily: (4:40) 10:05,
Early Show FSS: (11:40)

The Game -R

you have any Questions contact Meissa Batman at 467-0507,

Daily: (2:10) 7:25

Showtimes for Fri-Thurs

10/31-11/06

£
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Intramural Update
JOE LEBEL
Pacifican Guest Writer
Phi Delta Theta Sweeps
Mens Titles, Aloha Again...
In the IM World Cup, by
far the largest crowds of the
ISOC season witnessed four
great championship games.
C?~Rej
The
Championship was played
on Monday night, with
PT2B upsetting Rx 3-2. PT2B
used two second-half goals
to capture the title.

mm#

•••••••••••

Sara Branson,talented sophomore, goes after for a hard-driven cross-court spike.

Women's Volleyball

#

Busy, positive week for Tigers
After loss at Sac State, UOP scores two road victories

JOSH MONTERO
Pacifican Staff Writer
For the women's volley
ball team, last week was a
busy, but strong one. The
Tigers went back out on the
road to do battle with
Sacramento State, Utah
State, and the Wolfpack of
Nevada, Reno.
The first stop was a nonconference matchup in the
Hornet's Nest at Sac State
where the sluggish Tigers
got stung in three games by
fhe Hornets (12-15, 12-15,

11-15). Shaken, but not match at University of
(stirred) defeated, the Tigers Nevada Reno was crucial to
took their game up to visit keeping the Tigers on a roll.
Well, if poppa was a rolling
Utah State.
Looking sharp and play stone, so were the Tigers,
ing tough, the Tigers and the poor Wolfpack got
brought the thunder with crushed underneath. Taking
them, and had their way yet another Big West bout in
with their hosts in three 3 games, the Tigers downed
quick games (15-4, 15-5, 15- Nevada 15-3,15-11, 15-6.
As
mentioned,
the
2)Now the Tigers had a lit Gauchos will be in town to
tle of what they needed, try and haunt the Tigers'
momentum.
With
a house this Friday, before
Halloween rumble at home another scary match with
against No. 7 UC Santa Cal Poly San Luis Obispo on
Barbara this weekend, the Saturday at 7p.m.

TEAM LEGENDS
SCREENPRINTING
EMBROIDERY

T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS, MUGS, PENS,
KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!
BRING IN THIS AD AND RECIEVE 5%
* OFF THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN
JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION:
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
460-2474 FAX:469-4589

Scores
NCAA
Golf
(10/26/97)

place Pacific

(904)

Individual:
6th place Preeo (UOP)
3-Rd. scores 76, 70,73

lized an excellent defense to
keep Norml in their own
end for most of the match.
Norml had several chances
to get on the scoreboard, but
a few bad bounces and
excellent goalkeeping by
J.D. Brosnan maintained the
shutout. Aaron York, Mike
Jensen, and Jeff Sherman
added second-half goals to
capture the championship 40. Congratulations to both
teams and thanks to the sup
porters of both teams for a
great final game.

On Championship Night,
In the final ISOC game of
Tuesday, the Mens' B game 1997, Jessie B. used two first
between Phi Delta Theta half goals by Christie Pearce
and Alpha Kappa Lambda and Hamood Almahruqi to
set the tone for the evening. take a 2-1 halftime advan
AKL had no substitutes and
tage over Makai. But in the
played Phi Delt to a 1-1 tie second half, Brad Oishi (of
through regulation. After
Flag Football champion
the 5 minute overtime the
Hanapa'a Hui) scored two
two teams were still notched
quick goals to put Hawaii
at 1 goal apiece. By this time up
3-2.
Almahruqi
the teams for the next game
answered right back to tie
had arrived, so there was
the score, but then Hawaii's
about 200 people in Main
Kris Kawamoto scored two
Gym. To those of you who
of her three goals, and
were at Midnight Madness,
assisted on two others, one
you know how loud this
to Chinh Chin and one to
building can get. Some con
Bryce Mayahara, as Makai
troversy arose in the
wrapped up Hawaii s sec
shootout, as the officials
ond championship of the
mistakenly awarded Phi
fall 7-3. Thanks to Jessie B.
Delta Theta the title before
and Hawaii for their contin
AKL had taken all their
ued
participation
'n
shots. When the shootout
was resumed Phi Delta Intramurals.
Theta prevailed 4-2. Sorry
Volleyball commences...
for the mixup fellas, but
IM volleyball began its
thanks for your cooperation
season this week. Turnou
to reconcile the matter and
for volleyball was amazing
for an outstanding champi
with 36 teams competeing m
onship!
6 leagues.

Immediately following
was the Mens' A final
between Phi Delta Theta
and Norml.
Noah
Gold-Jacobsen
appeared to score the open
ing goal off an errant throw
by Andy Snaider, Norml's
keeper, yet recieved a yel
low card for his efforts.
Gold-Jacobsen temporarily
mistook ISOC for JoBall and
threw the ball in the goal.
He shortly thereafter made
up for his mistake with the
game's first goal and the
only goal of the half. Phi
Delta Theta kept up the
offensive pressure and uti-

Upcoming Events...
j
IM SuperBowl between
an
Physical
Therapy
nu
Archania on Nov. 3 in
_
Sla«
Alonzo
St a di u m . . .In t r a m ur

Bowling entries close
Wednesday Nov. 5 with P;
beginning on the 7th-annual 3x3 basketball tou^
nament
begins
.
Wednesday Nov.12,
crowns its champions on |
15th
. t.
We are looking for baS
ball officials for upcC>m ^
tournaments. Contac
office at 946-2716.
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C's Corner

igers in Big West Tourney
the season. Also scoring for
the team were senior Dana
Vasquez and freshman K.J.
Nishikawa.
DENTON, TEXAS - The
Sunday the Tigers took on
acific women's soccer team
the
host North Texas Lady
ent on an impressive romp
Eagles in a
uough the Lone Star state
!is weekend. Securing the critical Big (
tond seed in the Big West West show
ayoff and breaking a team down. A win for either
cord for wins in a single team would secure a place
ason (12). The wins came in the Big West Conference
spite of cold and wet con- championship tournament,
tions that caused doubt and a loss would almost
hether the games would surely spell disaster and
no trip to the tourna- f
en be played.
, *
On Friday the Tigers took ment.
J
> rain soaked North Texas
Id against Oklahoma's
al Roberts University. On
per, the 10-4-1
ANA

VASQUEZ

acifican Staff Writer

olden Eagles looked to
a tough opponent,
it the Tiger's quickly
ashed away any
pes they had with an
iressive 4-1 victory,
ding the attack for Pacific
is freshman midfielder
istin Rogers who recorded
r fourth and fifth goals of

w
—JmW
Dana Vasquez
Again the weather would
prove to be a huge factorwith wind gusts of up to 25
miles per hour and the tem

perature in the low 50's. Both
teams struggled to play their
best socer, and in close
fought game the tigers once
again prevailed 2-1. Pacific's
goals were scored by Jamee
Lucchesi
and
Michelle
Gardner.
"It was extremely difficult
to play
with any
real rythm
today, but
somehow
we
pulled it together
when we needed to
and got the win. I
was really happy
with the effort
and plat of the
entire
team,"
said head coach
Keith Coleman.
The
wins
improve
the
team's overall
record to 12-5 on the season
and 4-2 in Big West play. The
Tigers finish the 1997 regular
season this weekend with
games Friday night at 7 p.m.
vs. 21st ranked BYU and
Sunday
at
noon
vs.
Sacramento State.

M

Down, but
not out!
Brian Basye, left, and the

team fell to the fifthranked UCLA Bruins 10-3
last weekend in sunny
Southern California.
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V-ball on the rebound
After a disappointing loss
to the Sac State Hornets (I'm
still floored over that one), the
women's volleyball squad got
some road W's last weekend
at Nevada and Utah State. I
think this is a potential final
four team if they play together
and with heart...
Halloween at Spanos
Show up in your
costume this Friday
when the volleyball
team takes on
UCSB at the Spanos
Center. Not only
should it be a great
game against the
No. 7 Gauchos, but
there will be prizes
given out to the most
creative
costumes.
Someone should dress up as
Thor Harrison, former assis
tant strength and conditioning
coach at UOP (now teaching
English at Escalon High). That
would really scare the kids!
The clincher
The UOP women's soccer
team has clinched a spot in the
Big West playoffs and also set
the school record for most
wins in a season (12). They
will be in action Halloween
night at A.A. Stagg Memorial
Stadium (7 p.m.) against No.
21 BYU. This year's team will
more than likely finish the sea
son as the best ever in Pacific
history and should challenge
for NCAA playoffs.
Hey fans in the stands
Mike Klocke of the Record
wrote last week that more
UOP students need to turn out
to men's basketball games this
season to really give the Tigers
a home court advantage at the
Spanos Center. I couldn't
agree more with this state
ment but I have an adden
dum to it. Men's basketball is

not the only sport at Pacific.
More students need to turn
out to all UOP home sporting
events. All you cheap-o's need
to find a new excuse because
students get into all home
games free...
What about us?
With all the 49er hoopla last
week, did anyone remember
that there is still no UOP foot
ball team? With all kinds of
improvements going on here
in preparation for the Niners,
there is certainly a good
chance the football pro
gram could be revived.
It might be a few more
years until they actualKsd
ly suit up. As far as I
know, no one is doing
anything about bring
ing the team back...
Pesky Bruins
Is what the UOP
men's water polo team is
thinking after being defeated
by UCLA 10-3 last Sunday in
the City of Angels. It was the
second time this season the
Tigers fell to the Bruins ...
Hoop Tourney at Phi Delt
Phi Delta Theta held a suc
cessful "streetball" tourna
ment last weekend out at the
Townhouse blacktops. The
best part was, there were no
fights...
Professionalism at its
highest
To the athletes I criticized in
last week's column: Don't take
it personal! However, if an
athlete refuses to grant an
interview request (without
reason) I will write about it in
my column. As for those that
questioned my professional
ism after Midnight Madness
in asking for quotes, I highly
doubt I would have been
granted quotes from coaches
Melissa
Taketa,
Bob
Thomason, and players Adam
Jacobsen, Jason Williams and
Jenn Olsen if I was unprofes
sional.
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First-year coach struggles //
with classic "club mentality

CI

Cindy Barnes. She is
0
very dedicated to the
team and is willing to
do whatever it takes to
3
Coach Randy Hale is help the team.
"It's
been
a
great
the first-year cross
year, but
country
—
we were ID
ach
™ uor "It's been a great „<* abie to
When
he year, but w e were a c h i e v e
full
our
H
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"0t °ble t0
potential
l ate in the OChi€V€ tO 0 flUftl-due to a
3"
Summer, he ber of individu number of
individu
knew
he
als."
als," said
would be
Barnes.
joining
a
One of
team that -Cindy Barnesthe
runhad some Freshman Crossn
e
r s
what of a
B
a
r
n
es
Country
Runner
"club men
referred
to
tality".
is
Elizabeth
Winston.
According to him,
this is all going to She is one of the top
rt
change next year. He is runners on the team,
using this year as a but was unable to
the
Bronco
rebuilding period for attend
what the team will Invitational on Oct. 18.
hopefully be next year. The team still finished
Next year he hopes to sixth, with the help of
bring the team more Barnes.
This team is on the
together, which will
rise
and will be a force
include a regular sched
to
be
reckoned with
ule of practices. The
potential is definetely next season. The hope
there, but the members of coach Hale and the
need to come together entire team is to reach
regionals next year. The
and focus on the team.
The key to next sea team has the talent, and
son's success could pos with the support of the
sibly be Freshman students, could make it.

MIKE PHILLIPS
Pacifican Staff
Writer
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Cindy Barnes and Andi Crane take to the open road as they run past UOP's Greek columns.

This Week in Sports

Thursday Oct 30
No events scheduled

Halloween
Friday October 31
Women's
Soccer:
vs.
Brigham Young, 7:00 p.m.
(Amos
Alonzo
Stagg

Memorial Stadium)
Women's Volleyball: vs. UC
Santa Barbara, 7:00 p.m. (Alex
G. Spanos Center)
Women's Tennis:
Dog
Classic, All Day (Fresno, CA)

Saturday Nov. 1
Men's Water Polo: vs.
Pepperdine, Noon (Chris
Kjeldsen Pool)
Field Hockey: at UC Davis,
1:00 p.m.
Women's Volleyball: vs. Cal
Poly SLO, 7:00 p.m. (Alex G.

Spanos Center)
Women's
Tennis:
Dog
Classic, All Day (Fresno, CA)

Sacramento State, Noon (Am#
Alonzo
Stagg
Memo"'1
Stadium)

Cross Country: Big West
Conference Championships,
TBA (Fullerton, CA)

Men's Water Polo: vs.
Force, Noon (Chris Kjeld#
Pool)

Sunday Nov. 2
Women's

Soccer:

vs.

Women's
Tennis: m
Classic, All Day (Fresno, CM

Wear your scariest costumes to Friday night's volleyball game*

